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Abstract
Targeted therapeutics are among the most promising approaches for treating
diverse forms of malignancy. Indeed, as sequencing prices and technology continue to
improve it will be possible to achieve a precise map of each individual cancer’s genomic
lesions, providing insights into the best strategies for treatment. However, these
approaches will be undermined by cancer’s ability to resist upfront target inhibition
(intrinsic resistance) as well as, in cases where tumors are initially sensitive, develop
resistance over the course of drug treatment (acquired resistance). The literature to date
reveals a problem as complex as the tumor itself; the heterogeneity of cancer as a disease
is matched by the myriad ways in which it evades treatment.
Understanding drug resistance as a whole quickly becomes a problem of scale.
Not only is there cancer subtype-associated variation to consider, but also intrinsic and
acquired resistance profiles can differ based on the type of inhibitor used and at what
node the offending pathway is inhibited. Assigning proper treatments to account for
these mechanisms adds an additional layer of complexity as the number of FDAapproved and late-stage clinical candidate molecules increases. Here, when applied
appropriately, high throughput methods offer the ability to screen thousands of
perturbations in parallel, quickly narrowing the search space for a phenotype of interest.
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This work applies such methods to the cell-autonomous complexity of drug
resistance and seeks to understand (1) mechanisms by which cancer cells evade drug
treatment, (2) design concepts for the most effective combinatorial drugging strategies,
and (3) how it might be possible to account for resistance-associated heterogeneity by
targeting the evolutionary liabilities of resistant cells. Using a combination of open
reading frame (ORF), clustered regularly spaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR),
and pharmacologic screening technologies, this work attains the resolution and
throughput necessary to address 1-3 above and begins to unravel the complexity of drug
resistance.
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1. Introduction
From its earliest description by the ancient physician Hippocrates until
recently, the origins and molecular underpinnings of neoplastic growth have mystified
physicians and scientists alike. Sustained effort over much of human history has lead to
the appreciation of cancer as a rather unique entity among human maladies; it is a
disease of “self”. Indeed, recent decades have seen an exponential increase in our
understanding of not only how cancer initiates from our own cells, but also the diversity
of diseases that make up cancer as a whole. These observations lead to an important
and emergent question: how does one target “malignant self” without harming “normal
self”? Surgical intervention is a physical manifestation of this idea and remains one of
the most effective ways to combat solid forms of cancer; however, through metastasis
cancer easily becomes a systemic disease and this implies the need for systemic
intervention. Here, various chemotherapeutic approaches, specifically targeted
therapies, hold promise for expressly targeting disseminated malignant cells. The work
herein seeks to build our understanding of targeted therapy usage in two principle
areas: 1) high throughput identification of the most effective therapeutic strategies for
different cancers, and 2) addressing the pervasive problem of resistance and
insensitivity to these agents.
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1.1 Overview of targeted therapies: History, promises, and
pitfalls
1.1.1 Early chemotherapy
Chemotherapeutic approaches for treating cancer began with relatively blunt
instruments, the history of which is reviewed comprehensively by Vincent DeVita and
Edward Chu(1). Briefly, the use of chemotherapy to treat cancer began roughly in the
1940s with the use of nitrogen mustard to treat lymphoma patients(2). After publication
of initial successful results, the use of these drugs spread rapidly, providing some of the
first evidence that chemicals may have utility in the treatment of human malignancies.
Soon after, Sidney Farber provided similarly impressive data in childhood leukemias
treated with antagonists of folate metabolism (methotrexate) (3). In both cases, patients
saw impressive but brief remissions, leading to skepticism among some physicians
about the ability of chemicals to cure advanced tumors (4). Despite this early
uncertainty, these pioneering studies had an indelible impact on the field of oncology
and led to the mobilization of large-scale efforts to identify additional anti-cancer drugs
like the creation of Cancer Chemotherapy National Service Center (1).
Despite the initial successes of nitrogen mustard and methotrexate, valid
concerns still surrounded chemotherapy’s use and its ability to engender more than
fleeting regressions and spare a patient’s non-cancerous tissue. What was needed was
proof that chemicals could indeed provide meaningful regressions. Initial support of this
idea would come in the form of combination chemotherapy, pioneered by Emil Frei and
2

Emil J. Freireich during their work on childhood leukemia. Initial careful modeling of
drug responses in mice coupled with a thorough understanding of proper drug
scheduling lead to the creation of the “VAMP” treatment regimen for childhood
leukemia and subsequent “MOPP” protocols for Hodgkin’s disease.(5). These studies
provided two critical lessons for the design of future chemotherapeutic treatment
strategies: 1) Tumors likely require multiple drugs to achieve meaningful patient benefit
and 2) knowledge of each drug’s mechanism-of-action can lead to more informed drug
cocktails and scheduling. These seminal observations brought chemotherapy to the
forefront of cancer research and opened the door to new questions concerning ways to
tailor treatment modalities to specific tumor types.

1.1.2 Targeted therapies and personalized cancer treatment
The idea of “targeted therapies” for cancer would see one of its first major
conceptual breakthroughs in the 1970s with the first studies using tamoxifen for the
treatment of hormone receptor-positive breast cancers, showing significant survival
benefits for patients with this specific genetic alteration(6). Success with tamoxifen
changed the framework for thinking about cancer chemotherapy from general cytotoxic
strategies to the idea of tailoring drugs to specific genetic alterations(7). Surprisingly, the
earliest examples of these targeted therapies are some of the most robust, yielding
impressive responses in patient populations, and, for some, lasting regressions. One of
the best examples of these early successes is seen in Philadelphia chromosome (Ph)
3

positive chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) where a recurrent translocation between
chromosomes 9 and 22 creates a fusion gene between the BCR and ABL genes and drives
growth and survival of these cancer cells. This oncogenic mutation renders the resulting
kinase constitutively active and is present in >95% of patients with CML. This specific
mutation presented a unique opportunity to design a molecule around a target not
found in normal tissue. Imatinib was discovered by chemical library screening in the late
1990s, and its impressive effects are still seen today as a first line therapy for the majority
of CML patients (8). The story of imatinib demonstrated the power of genotype-guided
treatment design for cancer and set the stage for entry into the era of searching for
“personalized” treatment strategies for genetically defined tumors.
Major strides toward the goal of personalized treatment came with the
publication of the first working draft of the human genome in 2001 and subsequent
widespread use of high throughput sequencing(9). These milestones gave researchers
not only a map for reference, but also a tool for characterizing the genetic landscape of
human tumors in the form of high throughput sequencing. Mirroring the large-scale
efforts to decode the human genome, groups like The Cancer Genome Atlas and the
International Cancer Genome Consortium (10, 11) have provided a wealth of data on the
specific mutational patterns across a wide variety of human tumors. Of the ~20,000
genes in the human genome, only about 125 of these genes have been identified as
putative “driver” alterations by the “20/20” rule, with 71 classified as tumor suppressors
4

and 54 as oncogenes(12). Although recent efforts are underway to functionally classify
low frequency mutations(13, 14) and add to our understanding of this genetic landscape,
the characterization of tumors to date has no doubt been meaningful and has lead to the
identification of clinically actionable treatments for patients bearing specific lesions,
“personalizing” treatment to the specific driver mutation present in a patient’s tumor.
For instance, the discovery of activating mutations in EGFR explained dramatic
responses of certain patients to inhibitors of this receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) and has
significantly changed the clinical screening and management of lung cancer
(15, 16).
One of the most famous examples that encapsulates both the promises and
pitfalls of the personalized medicine revolution is seen in the treatment of melanoma,
where roughly 50% of patients harbor mutations in the BRAF oncogene(17). The V600E
activating mutation is the most frequent and renders these cells dependent on signaling
through the MAPK pathway and thus theoretically sensitive to ablation of these survival
signals. Indeed, soon after these mutations were identified, structure-guided-discovery
of selective small molecules yielded the identification of PLX4720 which demonstrated a
significant therapeutic window between mutant and wild-type cells(18). Once these
inhibitors made it to clinical trials it was quickly appreciated that, despite having the
same genetic alteration, patients displayed a continuum of responses to this drug(19).
These responses ranged from outright intrinsic resistance to dramatic regressions of
5

metastatic disease (19, 20). While an overall survival advantage is seen in patients
treated with BRAF inhibitors relative to cytotoxic chemotherapy (21), unfortunately
these therapeutic effects are short-lived and even patients with dramatic upfront
responses eventually relapse. The experience of BRAF inhibitors in the clinic illustrates
the practical reality for the majority of targeted therapies when applied to patient
populations as monotherapies: the majority of regimens are not curative and fail due to
pervasive intrinsic and acquired resistance(7).

1.1.3 Generalized resistance mechanisms to targeted therapies
Resistance to small molecules takes many forms; again, resistance to BRAF
inhibitor therapy is illustrative of this point. In the case of intrinsic resistance to therapy,
inhibition of BRAF can relieve feedback mechanisms and increase RAS activation,
thereby reactivating signaling through the MAPK pathway (22). Further complications
arise when considering that the same mutation occurs in multiple tissue types. In this
case intrinsic resistance can be imparted by the unique signaling topology in the cell of
origin. For example, mutations in BRAF occur in ~10% of colorectal cancers yet few
tumors respond to treatment with the BRAF inhibitor PLX4032(23). In this context,
BRAF inhibition activates EGFR signaling which confers resistance via parallel PI3KAKT pathway activation(24). Either through reactivation of the original pathway or
contributions from alternate pathways, it is clear that the overall signaling architecture
within a given tumor cell is critical for its initial response to genotype directed therapies.
6

Acquired resistance to BRAF inhibitors takes many forms as well. Due to the
deep genetic characterization of resistant tumors, secondary mutations that confer a
survival advantage in the presence of drug are some of the best-documented cases of
acquired resistance mechanisms. In BRAF-driven disease, secondary mutations that
reactivate MAPK signaling are most frequently observed in patients that progress after
initial response; MEK1, MEK2, and NRAS mutations have all been documented among
others(25). Patients also develop acquired resistance through driver-pathwayindependent mechanisms. In the presence of BRAF inhibition, the most frequently
identified alterations activate the PI3K-AKT signaling axis; cases of IGF1R and PDGFRβ
activation as well as mutations in PTEN and PIK3CA have all been shown to drive
resistance independent of MAPK pathway reactivation and are found in patient
samples(25-27). Whether intrinsic or acquired, these alterations have severely impeded
the ability of BRAF inhibitors to impart durable responses for the majority of patients.
Outside BRAF-driven disease, resistance takes on additional forms. For example,
mutational alterations in the target itself are common and have affected the efficacy of
drugs like imatinib(28) and gefitinib(29) where these alterations alter binding to the drug
and cause insensitivity. Amplifications in downstream or parallel pathway elements also
confer resistance by reactivating survival signals lost due to primary target inhibition.
For example, MET amplification imparts resistance to anti-EGFR therapy in NSCLC by
reactivating AKT signaling downstream of EGFR through expression of an alternate
7

RTK(30). Finally, cancer cells can adopt different states to avoid the toxic effects of
drugs. In a seminal 2010 study, Sharma and colleagues describe a reversible,
epigenetically mediated drug-tolerant state for various cancer types(31). These findings
suggest that not only do tumors harbor low frequencies of stable genetic drivers of
resistance but there is also a proportion that is capable of epigenetic reprograming to
avoid treatment-related toxicities. This epigenetic plasticity can involve dynamic
rewiring of survival singling topology by increasing the expression of pro-survival
genes(32) or influencing a cell’s differentiation state via an EMT-like phenotype(33).
Although clearly important, this work does not touch on the contributions from the
tumor microenvironment and represents yet another layer of complexity in the problem
of targeting resistance.

1.1.4 Generalized approaches to combating resistance
The literature to date highlights the diversity of possible resistance mechanisms
to targeted therapies, yet we still almost certainly have an incomplete understanding of
these phenomena across different cancer contexts. Still, attempts to address cellautonomous intrinsic and acquired resistance have centered around two broad themes:
1) improved inhibitor design and 2) inhibition of compensatory or parallel signaling
events.
As outlined above, a large proportion of resistance mechanisms to first
generation targeted therapies are mediated through mutations affecting drug binding
8

(7). With the discovery that clinical resistance to EGFR inhibitors in NSCLC occurs
largely through the acquisition of a gatekeeper mutation (~50% of cases) (34) efforts
quickly turned to developing inhibitors capable of binding T79M mutants. These “third
generation” compounds irreversibly bind to mutant EGFR as well as T790M alleles
while largely sparing wild type versions giving improved pharmacologic profiles over
earlier molecules(35). As our appreciation for target-dependent resistance mechanisms
has increased, optimized molecules capable of inhibiting both secondary mutations or
drug-induced feedback have been developed for various targets such as JAK2 in
myeloproliforative neoplasms(36), BCR-ABL in chronic myeloid leukaemia(37), and
MEK1/2 for MAPK-driven cancers(38). Improved target inhibition is no doubt an
important first step; however, both experimental and clinical evidence shows resistance
is virtually a fait accompli to any modality targeted at a single node(7). Indeed, the
irreversible pyrimidine-based EGFR inhibitor WZ4002 potently inhibits cells with
gatekeeper mutations(39). T790M cells treated with this drug do inevitably develop
resistance, in a subset of patients, via pathway reactivation though MAPK1
amplification(40).
Appreciation of this underlying complexity led to the realization that
combinations of targeted therapies were needed to combat resistance. These approaches
consist of, but are not limited to, vertical suppression of the same signaling pathway and
horizontal targeting of compensatory pathways. Several studies have shown the
9

benefits of vertical targeting of an oncogenic pathway. Combination treatment with
trastuzumab and suppression of the PI3K pathway, a major modulator of resistance to
anti-HER2 agents(41), has shown promising anti tumor effects in the upfront treatment
setting in early clinical trials(42). EGFR-driven lung and colon cancers similarly benefit
from this vertical targeting strategy through inhibition of MEK and EGFR thereby
preempting the emergence of certain types of resistance(43, 44). The paradigmatic
example of horizontal pathway inhibition is seen in KRAS-mutant tumors treated with
MAPK inhibitors. Ablation of MAPK signaling in this context causes rapid activation of
AKT signaling, and insensitivity to MAPK inhibitors. Engelman and colleagues
demonstrated the efficacy of combined MEK and AKT inhibitors for treating murine
lung cancers in a seminal 2008 study(45); however, serious concerns surround the
clinical utility of this combination due to on-target toxicities observed in clinical
trials(46).
Since it became possible to precisely map each individual cancer’s genomic
lesions, great strides have been made in designing agents to specifically interfere with
oncogenic signals and apply them to the appropriate patient subgroups. However, these
approaches will be undermined, at least in part, by the effects of compensatory growth
and survival pathways, which when activated allow cells to survive otherwise lethal
drug treatments(47). These pools of surviving cells are a major problem since they serve
as a reservoir from which resistance evolves, leading to patient relapses. Therefore,
10

understanding what drives resistance in different cancer contexts and discovering
combinations that convert “waterfall” treatment response plots from the typical form
shown in Figure 1A to the more desirable form in Figure 1B is of high priority.
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Figure 1: Patients harboring appropriate genetic abnormalities have varied
responses to targeted therapies. (A) Current distribution of patient responses to
targeted therapies when used as a monotherapy. Chart is representative of those found
in Sosman et al. New Engl J Med, 2012 and Kwak et al. New Engl J Med, 2010. (B)
Idealized responses with combinatorial strategies targeting compensatory signaling.
The sheer scale of this problem can seem daunting. As Al-Lazikani et al illustrate,
even when only considering the ~250 FDA approved cancer drugs, the possible pairwise
combinations reach 31,125 with 2,573,000 possible three-body combinations(48).
Furthermore, additional complications arise when attempting to pair a treatment with
the appropriate histological subgroup and genotype. These challenges present an
important question: How do we identify both resistance mechanisms and effective
combinations in an efficient, scalable way? Due to the inherent genotypic complexity
and diversity of tumor types, this central question necessitates an approach with a
throughput and resolution exceeding that of traditional hypothesis-driven methods.
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1.2 Functional and pharmacologic approaches to overcome
resistance and enhance drug sensitivity
1.2.1 Pharmacologic screening approaches
One approach to pairing inhibitors with actionable biomarkers involves high
throughput small molecule screens in cellular models of diverse tumors(49-52). These
studies can range from screening few, 24, (49) to as many as 265 small molecules(51) and
have provided valuable insights into new possible biomarkers for personalized
genotype-directed approaches. Aside from generating extensive drug sensitivity
measurements, these studies also contribute valuable genotypic and expression data on
commonly used cancer cell lines, allowing researchers to mine these characteristics for
their own purposes.
However, these approaches have important caveats that should be understood.
First, subsequent meta-analysis of several large-scale screens has motivated an evolving
conversation around the reliability and agreement between screens(53, 54), as well as the
proper metrics for measurement(55). Second, to be statistically meaningful, these studies
require screening hundreds of cell line models and thus are extremely time and resource
consuming even when examining single drug responses. Third, as outlined above, single
agents have a low likelihood of engendering durable patient responses for the majority
of tumors. Accordingly, scaling these approaches to combinatorial screens will be
difficult(48) although small-scale combinatorial studies have been performed(56).
Additionally, two recent studies have attempted to identify combinations by inferring
12

synergy from small molecule interaction mapping (57) or screening patient derived
resistant tumors for combinations that can re-sensitize to frontline therapy, representing
one of the best attempts at true personalized medicine (58). Finally, while using small
molecules is potentially more readily translatable, the availability of well-vetted small
molecules inherently limits this approach. For reasons of scalability and unbiased survey
of the genome for potential targets, functional genomic approaches are an attractive
method to overcome these shortcomings.

1.2.2 Functional genomics for unbiased identification of resistance
and sensitivity modifiers
A major advantage of functional, forward genetic screens lies in their ability to
provide direct evidence as to the mechanistic relationship between a genetic
perturbation and the observed phenotype(59). Compared to the large-scale
pharmacologic screens outlined above which find correlations with sensitivity,
functional genomic approaches are “phenotype-to-genotype” characterization, directly
testing a perturbation’s effect on a phenotype. High-throughput genetic approaches
exist to both activate and interfere with gene function and have been shown as tractable
approaches to uncover phenotypes associated with drug sensitivity and resistance(6063).
Gain-of-function screening approaches provide a useful toolkit for examining
putative resistance mechanisms by enabling genome-wide gene activation. This can be
achieved through lentiviral delivery of open reading frames (ORFs) for nearly every
13

gene in the genome (~14,000 genes) using available reagents in a pooled or arrayed
format(61). These approaches have been used extensively to characterize resistance
mechanisms to several MAPK inhibitors in BRAF-driven melanoma, uncovering diverse
cellular processes and pathways capable of imparting resistance. Both MAPK-dependent
and independent mechanisms were uncovered and demonstrated a high degree of
overlap between inhibitors, suggesting node-independent resistance(64, 65).
While the above results indicate that we possess valuable tools for exploring the
effects of gene activation on drug resistance, gaining meaningful insight across cancers
and inhibitors with these tools will be a massive undertaking. As with any genome-wide
survey scalability becomes a major bottleneck, with effort scaling linearly with number
of perturbations desired. One potential approach to restrict these libraries comes from
the realization that while the discrete number of individual genes capable of conferring
resistance is large (>75, in melanoma)(64), the pathways they converge on is small(66).
With these observations in mind, we reasoned that screening at the level of pathways
versus genes may accelerate discoveries and allow for a pan-cancer resistance survey(63).
To that end we recently described and implemented an approach for “pathway-centric”
screening using mutant ORFs, as overexpression of wild type varieties doesn’t
necessarily guarantee pathway activation. The Cancer Pathway Toolkit (CTK) consists of
40 constructs functionally validated to activate 17 signaling pathways frequently
implicated as capable of modulating resistance (Figure 2)(67). Using the CTK, our lab
14

has successfully mapped potential resistance mechanisms to a range of targeted
therapies across genotypically distinct cancers finding that 3 pathways dominate the
landscape, Ras-MAPK, PI3K, and Notch1, with 5 or fewer pathways being capable of
driving resistance in any given screen. Further, these screens lead to the identification of
novel therapeutic strategies to combat the resistance mechanisms we observed which
will be described later (67, 68). As both ORF and CTK approaches only reveal the
pathways capable of driving resistance, it is an important step to validate any findings in
patient samples.
On the other side of the coin, RNAi screening allows for high-throughput
credentialing of loss-of-function phenotypes(62). Classically, these approaches have
been used, in relation to cancer, to discover both genetic- and drug-induced synthetic
lethal interactions(69). Pooled shRNA screens have been famously employed to identify
genetic synthetic lethal interactions for pharmacologically intractable oncogenes, like the
RAS proteins (70, 71), as well as in large-scale efforts to identify the genetic Achilles’s heel
for cancer(72).
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Figure 2: The Cancer Pathway Toolkit. The library of cDNAs is binned into the
pathways that they activate. Activating constructs, red; dominant negative constructs,
blue; wild-type construct, black.
Inconsistencies have plagued these screens and little overlap is observed among the hits
from previous screening attempts for KRAS mutant tumors, specifically(73).
Furthermore hits several of these screens have seen little activity when applied across
KRAS-driven samples(74). Since these tumors arise from distinct tissue lineages and also
harbor various secondary mutations, it is easy to imagine a highly complex genetic
background capable of confounding these results, suggesting these phenotypes may be
highly tumor specific and require deep sampling to stratify samples in a meaningful
way.
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Pooled short hairpin screening also allows for multiplexed interrogation of
possible synergistic drug combinations. In this context, depletion of shRNAs specifically
in drug-treatment conditions belies a drug-induced dependency and suggests potent
combinatorial strategies(75). One of the first applications of this approach was
mentioned above and leveraged to discover drivers of insensitivity to BRAF inhibitors in
BRAF-mutant colorectal cancer(24). This pivotal study demonstrated the power of the
approach, the findings of which are currently under phase II clinical evaluation
(NCT02164916).
RNAi approaches do have considerable drawbacks, however. Off-target effects
have long troubled this system, largely stemming from the relatively high tolerance for
sequence mismatches outside of the so-called “seed region” (bases 2-8)(76). Although
the tendency for reporting false positives can be mitigated by looking for consistency
between redundant reagents and performing rescue experiments(77), false positive and
negative results seem particularly difficult to avoid with this platform(69).
Enter CRISPR-Cas9. Clustered regularly spaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR), together with CRISPR-associated proteins (Cas), provides a precise genome
editing technology derived from bacterial and archeal adaptive immune systems(78).
This system makes it possible to program the Cas9 endonuclease with a guide RNA
molecule that directs DNA cleavage in a sequence-specific manner anywhere in the
genome within certain constraints(79). Random mutations, usually small insertions and
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deletions, are generated via repair of the double-stranded break through nonhomologous end- joining (NHEJ) while specific mutations can be introduced through
homology-directed repair via recombination with a donor plasmid(78).
While the ability to selectively edit the genome is no doubt one of the more
exciting applications of this technology, pooled screening approaches seek to introduce
loss-of-function mutations by targeting short guide RNAs (sgRNAs) to constitutively
spliced exons to produce frameshift mutations that lead to nonsense mediated decay of
any transcript produced from that locus(80). Pooled, genome-wide CRISPR Cas-9
screens have been recently reported examining several loss-of-function (LOF)
phenotypes such as essential genes in the human genome(81), gene interaction
networks(82), and resistance to BRAF inhibition in melanoma(60). Subsequent head-tohead comparisons of CRISPR versus RNAi screening approaches demonstrate the robust
nature of CRISPR LOF evidenced by impressive reagent consistency, low false-positive
rate, and hit consistency when compared to similar screens using shRNA libraries(60, 80,
83).
The CRISPR platform is highly adaptable to other types of screening as well. By
creating a catalytically inactive Cas9 enzyme (dCas9), activation or repression of gene
expression is possible in a pooled screening context. Repression is facilitated by either
steric hindrance of the transcriptional machinery by locus-bound dCas9-sgRNA
complexes(84) or tethering to a repressive domain(85). Excitingly, dCas9 approaches
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can be applied to gene activation screens as well, enabling overexpression from the
endogenous genomic locus(86, 87). These platforms address the coverage shortcomings
of ORF-based approaches enabling the overexpression of difficult-to-clone cDNAs in
their native regulatory context(80).
The advent of CRISPR-Cas9 screening platforms has ushered in an exciting time
for interrogating genomic interactions in a highly multiplexed, scalable way. Along with
RNAi and ORF-based approaches, investigators now have a modular toolkit for
genomic manipulation. In a cancer context, these functional tools enhance our ability to
tease apart highly complex and heterogeneous tumors with reasonable throughput and
accuracy(88). These technologies will no doubt accelerate our efforts to design and
assign proper treatment strategies to patients in a personalized fashion.

1.3 Enduring challenges facing targeted therapeutics
As outlined above, the most emergent problem limiting the utility of targeted
therapies is addressing pervasive intrinsic and acquired resistance. Aside from
exceptional outliers like imatinib and despite impressive upfront responses for several
molecules, single agent therapies have demonstrated a reliable inability to control tumor
growth(7). Responses to BRAF and EGFR inhibitors can be striking, validating these
targets as true vulnerabilities and substantiating the conceptual approach of genotypedirected therapy, yet disease recurrence underscores the remarkable capacity of tumors
to evolve around and buffer themselves against otherwise toxic treatments; the stage is
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then set and the need is great to understand these cases of intrinsic and acquired
resistance and develop strategies to account for them.
Efforts will be hindered by at least two distinct barriers: (i) distinguishing
between self and tumor—the therapeutic window between healthy and malignant cells is
finite (89)—and (ii) mutational heterogeneity and multifocal resistance observed in
patients—one resistance mechanism may not be representative of what is possible in the
entire tumor(90). An important first step will be to employ the functional techniques
outlined above to 1) understand the landscape of resistance and mechanisms by which
tumors evade treatment and 2) identify the most potent, synergistic combination
strategies to block the emergence of resistance at low doses. Armed with this
understanding, it would be theoretically possible to identify commonalities and build
robust, resistance-targeting treatment modalities. To address these goals I have
employed a spectrum of functional genomic approaches spanning the available
repertoire using variations on ORF, CRISPR, and pharmacologic screening. Below I will
detail each of these efforts and outline how these studies build a conceptual framework
for addressing resistance and designing therapeutic strategies for a heterogeneous and
highly evolvable disease.
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2. CTK Screening: Resistance mechanisms in JAK2driven MPNs
Portions of the work described in this chapter are reprinted with permission from (67, 68).

2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 A landscape of resistance mechanisms to genotype-directed
therapies
The CTK enables, in a multiplexed way, examination of possible drivers of
resistance at the pathway-level across multiple tumor types and inhibitors(63). The
concept for this library is simple: diverse oncogenes are activated in cancer with a
commensurate diversity of small molecules targeted to them; however, the drivers of
resistance in these disparate contexts are not well understood(91). To use this library,
cells of interest are transduced with lentiviral-packaged constructs and cultured in the
presence of 3 toxic doses of the desired inhibitor for 4 weeks. After initial library
validation, we sought to gain a better understanding of these possible resistance
mechanisms by employing our CTK library (Figure 2) to map resistance pathways to 13
targeted therapies, each in 1-3 cellular models from the appropriate histology and
genotype (Figure 3) (67). Interestingly, 12 of the 17 pathways were able to confer
resistance in at least one context; however, the dominant pathways were RAS-MAPK,
PI3K-mTOR, Notch1 and ER, scoring in 30% of all screens with the RAS-MAPK pathway
producing the strongest phenotypes on average (Figure 3). These data allowed for the
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identification of several novel resistance mechanisms and treatment strategies for breast
and skin cancers, the results of which are described in Martz et al. 2014.
When choosing models for these screens, we consciously chose several rare
tumor contexts where resistance is understudied. One such example, JAK2-driven
myeloproliforative neoplasms, demonstrated a simple, yet phenotypically impressive
resistance signature. Since the resistance pathways identified in this screen were among
the strongest hits observed across all our screens, we decided to take a close look at these
specific phenotypes.
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2.1.2 JAK2-driven MPNs
In 2005, a recurrent somatic point mutation in the pseudokinase domain of the
Janus kinase 2 gene (JAK2) was discovered in a large proportion of patients with
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myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs, (92-94)), a class of hematologic malignancies
arising from hematopoietic progenitors that includes acute and chronic myeloid
leukaemias, polycythaemia vera, essential thrombocythaemia and primary
myelofibrosis. The prevalence of the JAK2V617F mutation and the subsequent finding that
these malignancies are dependent upon constitutive JAK/STAT signaling prompted
strong interest in targeting JAK2 in these patients, leading to the development of several
JAK kinase inhibitors such as TG101348 (SAR302503), INCB018424 (Ruxolitinib), and
CYT387 (95-97). In clinical studies, JAK inhibitors were found to produce palliative
effects associated with decreased inflammatory cytokine abundance and reduced
splenomegaly but were unable to reverse the disease by decreasing the malignant clone
burden (98, 99).
The inability of JAK inhibitor therapy to reduce or eliminate the MPN clone may
be caused by a number of factors, including: (i) second site mutations in the JAK2 kinase
domain which block effective drug binding to its target (100); (ii) the reactivation of JAKSTAT signaling in the presence of JAK inhibitors, for example through the
heterodimerization of JAK2 with JAK1 or TYK2, (101); and (iii) the activation of
compensatory signaling pathways which enable malignant cells to circumvent the toxic
effects of JAK inhibition. Informative studies were recently conducted to examine
options (i) and (ii) above, indicating that these mechanisms may contribute to the
resistance observed in some patients. However, despite considerable evidence that
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compensatory signaling pathways can contribute to resistance to anticancer drugs,
including kinase targeted therapies (67, 91, 102, 103), no studies have systematically
assessed the potential roles of such pathways in the resistance of MPNs to JAK
inhibitors.
To identify potential compensatory pathways, we performed pooled gain-offunction lentiviral screens using our CTK library (Figure 2) (67). Using this strategy, we
found that activation of Ras and its effector pathways, particularly Akt, renders cells
insensitive to JAK inhibitors by blocking drug-induced apoptosis. These pathways are
mutationally activated in a subset of JAK2V617F MPN patients, and the inhibition of Ras
effector pathways converts JAK inhibitor-resistant cell lines to a JAK inhibitor-sensitive
state. Finally, by resolving the mechanism of drug-induced apoptosis and its rescue by
Ras effectors, we uncover new therapeutic strategies for JAK inhibitor refractory disease.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Ras effector pathways are capable of conferring resistance to
JAK inhibition
Activators of 17 oncogenic signaling pathways (Figure 2) were screened in
JAK2V617F UKE-1 cells to identify those capable of driving resistance to INCB018424
(INCB). Screens were performed using low multiplicity of infection (MOI) conditions to
ensure that only a single transgene pathway activator was introduced into each cell.
Further, a moderate strength promoter (PGK) was used to minimize the likelihood of
superphysiological pathway activation owing to overexpression (104). Two constructs—
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myristolated-Akt and HRasG12V—scored as strong hits (Figure 4). It was notable that
these constructs were consistently enriched in the screens by greater than 10- and 50fold, respectively, as our recent study involving 110 similar drug modifier screens
spanning diverse drugs and cancer types found that enrichment of a hit by greater than
10-fold is rare (67). In eight point GI50 validation assays, Akt and Ras activation
resulted in 10- to 50-fold shifts in the GI50 concentrations of two different JAK inhibitors
(INCB and CYT387 (CYT)) in two additional JAK2V617F positive cell lines (HEL92.1.7
and Set2), thus confirming the potential of these pathways to drive resistance when
hyperactivated (Figure 5A and Figure 6A,B). Separately, Akt and Ras activation also
conferred resistance to the direct knockdown of JAK2 by two independent shJAK2
constructs (Figure 5B), suggesting that, unlike the recently reported JAK2-JAK1/JAK2Tyk2 heterodimerization phenomenon (101), Akt- and Ras-driven resistance can operate
independently of JAK2 expression. Note that constructs from the NF-κB and Notch
pathways also scored weakly in the primary screen (~3 fold enrichment; Figure 4) but
failed to confer robust resistance to INCB in subsequent GI50 validation assays (Figure
6C).
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Figure 4: Pathway activating ORF screen reveals potential modes of resistance
to JAK inhibition. UKE-1 cells (JAK2V617F) were transduced with a pooled lentiviral
library and cultured in the presence of three different lethal concentrations of
INCB018424 (inset) or vehicle. Bars show the relative representation of each construct in
the drug- vs. vehicle-treated samples; horizontal transparent grey bar indicates a fold
enrichment score of 1.0. A full list of the constructs used in this library is available in
Martz et al. 2014.
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Figure 5: The Ras effector pathways Akt and ERK drive resistance to JAK
inhibitors. A) HEL92.1.7 cells expressing the indicated ORFs were treated with the
indicated concentrations of INCB018424 and CYT387. Cell viability was measured using
Cell Titer Glo. Error bars represent the SD of three replicate experiments. B) The relative
viability of either control or pathway-active HEL92.1.7 cells is shown after transduction
with two independent JAK2 hairpins at three viral doses. Error bars indicate SEM of
three replicate experiments. C) Relative proliferation of HEL92.1.7 cells expressing the
indicated ORFs and treated with INCB alone or in combination with MK2206 (AKTi);
error bars as in (A). D) Similar to (C) except cells are treated with INCB alone, INCB
with VX-11E (ERKi), INCB with MK2206 (AKTi), or INCB with both; error bars as in (A).
E) Forty-two JAK2V617F positive MDS/MPN overlap patients were analyzed for coincident
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Ras mutations. F) GI50 values were calculated for Set2-parental cells and those with
evolved resistance to either INCB (INCBR; top) or CYT (CYTR; bottom). GI50 values for
the respective JAK inhibitors were measured alone or in combination with AKTi, MEKi
(AZD6244) or AKTi plus MEKi. Error bars indicate SD of three replicate experiments.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 by Student’s t test.
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Figure 6: Ras effector pathway activation confers resistance to JAK inhibition
in an additional JAK2V617F positive cell line, Set2 and weak-scoring constructs from the
primary screen—IKKα and Notch1—do not confer resistance to JAK inhibition in
secondary GI50 assays. A) Relative proliferation of Set2 cells transduced with the
indicated constructs and treated with the indicated concentrations of INCB. Error bars
show the SD of three replicate experiments. B) Same as in (A) except cells were treated
with CYT. C) HEL92.1.7 cells were transduced with the indicated constructs and treated
with the indicated concentrations of INCB. Error bars show the SD of three replicate
experiments.

2.2.2 Ras effector pathways drive resistance in JAK inhibitor-resistant
cells
Both Akt and Ras constructs are activators of Ras effector pathways, a diverse set
of pathways that have been implicated extensively in cell growth and survival processes
downstream of activated Ras (105). To better understand which particular effector
pathways control Akt- and Ras-driven resistance, we sought to reverse resistance in
these cells using small molecule pathway inhibitors. Akt-expressing cells could be fully
resensitized to INCB using an allosteric Akt inhibitor, MK-2206 (Figure 5C), but not by
using BEZ-235, a dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor, suggesting that resistance in these cells
does not depend on Akt-mediated mTOR activation (Figure 7). Ras-expressing cells
could be resensitized by dual inhibition of the ERK and Akt effector pathways (using the
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ERK inhibitor VX-11E and MK-2206, respectively), but not by inhibition of either
pathway alone, suggesting that Ras-driven resistance involves the concerted activation
of these two effector pathways (Figure 5D).
To investigate the potential clinical relevance of JAK inhibitor resistance driven
by Ras effector pathways, we first queried a cohort of JAK2V617F positive MDS/MPN
patients for coincident activating mutations in KRAS or NRAS. In a cohort of 42
treatment naïve patients, six (14.3%) carried canonical activating mutations in either
KRAS or NRAS, including one patient with activating mutations in both (Figure 5E). In
a second set of experiments, we obtained JAK2V617F Set2 cells that were evolved to a
resistant state by chronic exposure to JAK inhibitors CYT (Set2-CYTR) and INCB (Set2INCBR)(101). As expected, Set2-CYTR and Set2-INCBR cells were resistant to JAK
inhibition by GI50 assay relative to Set2-Parental cells (Figure 5F). Akt inhibition using
MK-2206 re-sensitized both Set2-CYTR and Set2-INCBR cells to parental GI50 values,
and co-inhibition of both the Akt and ERK effector pathways (the latter using the
mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 and 2 (MEK1/2) inhibitor AZD-6244) further
sensitized both resistant and parental cells (Figure 5F). Taken together, these data
establish that (i) Ras or Ras effector pathway activation can confer considerable
resistance to JAK inhibitors, (ii) JAK2V617F positive patients frequently carry activating
mutations in Ras genes sufficient to drive Ras effector signaling, and (iii) resistance in
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both engineered and evolved JAK inhibitor-resistant cell lines can be reversed by
inhibition of the Akt or Akt+MEK or ERK Ras effector pathways.
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Figure 7: Akt-mediated resistance to JAK inhibition occurs independently of
downstream mTOR activity. HEL92.1.7 cells were transduced with the indicated
constructs and treated with the indicated concentrations of INCB, alone or in
combination with a dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor (BEZ-235). Error bars show the SD of
three replicate experiments.

2.2.3 JAK inhibitor-induced apoptosis is normally stimulated by BAD
in JAK2V617F cells
Whereas parental JAK2V617F cells appear to undergo significant cell death
following INCB treatment, cells expressing Ras or Akt do not, suggesting that resistance
may involve the suppression of apoptosis. By Annexin-V staining, INCB treatment
induces apoptosis in multiple JAK2V617F cell lines, but apoptosis induction is abrogated in
the context of Ras effector activation (Figure 8A). To gain potential insight into the
molecular regulation of apoptosis in JAK2V617F cells, we performed BH3 profiling (106108). In this assay, cells are permeabilized, stained with a mitochondrial-potential
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sensitive dye, and treated with peptides derived from the BH3 domains of pro-apoptotic
BH3-only proteins. BH3 peptides can bind and inactivate specific anti-apoptotic
proteins, triggering mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) and
mitochondrial depolarization in cells dependent on those proteins. BH3 profiling can
measure overall priming for apoptosis (109) or identify dependence on specific antiapoptotic proteins. In our study, mitochondria in parental and resistant cells were
equally primed for apoptosis as evidenced by extensive depolarization induced by the
BIM, BID and PUMA peptides, which can bind and inactivate all of the major antiapoptotic proteins. Interestingly, the cells were also depolarized by the BAD (binds BCL2 and BCL-XL) and HRK (binds BCL-XL only) peptides which indicates a potential
dependence specifically on BCL-XL for survival (107, 110) (Figure 8B and Figure 9). We
then profiled all three lines (HEL92.1.7, Set2, and UKE-1), confirming that this pattern is
consistent across JAK2V617F cells (Figure 8C).
Interestingly, the pro-apoptotic function of BAD is known to be inhibited by
phosphorylation at either Ser112 or Ser136 by a number of kinases(111-114). Two of these
kinases, PIM1 and ERK, which both phosphorylate BAD at Ser112 (112, 114, 115) are
stimulated by JAK/STAT signaling (101, 116). Consistent with this, we found that PIM1
expression is inhibited by JAK2 inhibition (Figure 8D and Figure 10A). Additionally, to
effectively phenocopy the reduction of phospho-BAD at Ser112 conferred by JAK
inhibition, it is necessary to inhibit both ERK and PIM1 (Figure 10B). Further, in
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apoptosis assays, ERK inhibition alone has no detectable affect, while PIM1 inhibition
induces apoptosis, but to a lesser extent than direct JAK inhibition (Figure 10C).
Combined inhibition of PIM1 and ERK yields a greater than additive effect, resulting in
amounts of apoptosis higher than that achieved by direct JAK inhibition. These data
demonstrate that the relevant BAD kinases in the setting of normally proliferating
JAK2V617F cells are likely ERK and PIM1. To functionally verify that BAD
phosphorylation is critical to apoptosis in JAK2V617F cells, we transduced HEL92.1.7 cells
with either a double Ser-to-Ala murine BAD mutant, BAD2SA, which cannot be
phosphorylated at sites 112 and 136 (111, 112, 117), or a control vector. BAD2SA
expression in HEL92.1.7 cells induced apoptosis comparable to JAK or PIM1+ERK
inhibition (Figure 8E), whereas the expression of BAD2SA in HMLE cells, a control cell
line that is insensitive to BAD-induced apoptosis, had a negligible effect on apoptosis, as
expected (Figure 8E). Together, these results support a model wherein BAD
phosphorylation inhibits apoptosis and survival downstream of JAK2 and PIM1/ERK in
JAK2V617F positive cells (Figure 8F).
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Figure 8: Ras effector pathway activation rescues JAK inhibitor-induced
apoptosis and BH3-profiling suggests BAD as a key gatekeeper to apoptosis in
JAK2V617F positive cells. A) HEL92.1.7 and Set2 cells were transduced with the indicated
constructs, treated with INCB, and stained with 7AAD and Annexin V to measure
apoptosis at 72 and 24 hours post drug treatment, respectively. Error bars indicate SD of
three replicate experiments. B) Digitonin-permeabilized HEL92.1.7 cells transduced with
the indicated constructs were stained with the mitochondrial potential-sensitive JC1 dye
and treated with a panel of BH3 peptides. Percent depolarization is shown as the area
under the curve (AUC) normalized to positive control fully depolarized mitochondria
(FCCP). DMSO serves as the negative control. Data shown are representative of three
independent experiments for each cell line derivative. C) Same as in (B) except in this
case the indicated JAK2V617F positive cell lines were profiled to query their apoptotic
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dependencies. D) Lysates from HEL92.1.7 cells were immunoblotted as indicated after
treatment with INCB for 6 hours. Blots are representative of three replicate experiments.
E) Twenty-four hours after transduction with the indicated ORFs, HMLE and HEL92.1.7
cells were stained with 7AAD and Annexin V to measure induction of apoptosis. Error
bars indicate SD of three replicate experiments. F) A model depicting the putative
signaling axis downstream of mutant JAK2. ***p<0.001 by Student’s t test.
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Figure 9: BH3 profiling of HEL92.1.7 derivatives show similar mitochondrial
priming that is independent of JAK inhibitor sensitivity. A-C) Digitoninpermeabilized HEL92.1.7 cells transduced with the indicated constructs were stained
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control (A), Akt (B), and Ras (C) expressing cells. Data shown are representative of three
independent experiments for each cell line derivative.
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treatment with the indicated drugs, protein lysates were harvested from HEL92.1.7 cells
and probed using the antibodies shown. Blots are representative of three replicate
experiments. C) HEL92.1.7 cells were treated with INCB, SGI-1776, VX-11E, or the
combination for 72 hours and then stained with 7AAD and Annexin V to measure the
induction of apoptosis. Error bars show SEM of three replicate experiments. *p<0.05, by
Student’s t test.

2.2.4 Ras effector pathways drive resistance by blocking BADinduced apoptosis
Activation of the Ras effector pathways Akt and ERK leads to inhibitory
phosphorylation of BAD at Ser 136 and 112, respectively, independent of PIM1(112, 114).
We therefore hypothesized that resistance to JAK inhibition by Ras effector pathways
may be mediated through their rescue of BAD phosphorylation. To test this, we
examined BAD phosphorylation in Akt- or Ras-expressing cells in the presence of INCB.
In Akt-expressing cells, phosphorylation of Ser136 was enhanced by Akt activation both
in the presence and absence of INCB; this phosphorylation was reversed by treatment
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with an Akt inhibitor (Figure 11A). In Ras-expressing cells, Ser 112 and 136 remained
phosphorylated in the presence of INCB; this phosphorylation was reversed by
combined treatment with Akt and ERK pathway inhibitors (Figure 11B). Similarly, BAD
is phosphorylated at Ser112 in Set2-parental cells, where this phosphorylation is sensitive
to JAK inhibition. Conversely, in independently evolved Set2-resistant cells, BAD is
phosphorylated at both Ser 112 and 136 and these phosphorylation events are
insensitive to JAK inhibition. Finally, BAD phosphorylation can be fully abrogated in
Set2-resistant cells by combined treatment with JAK, Akt, and ERK pathway inhibitors
(Figure 11C). In sum, these data demonstrate that activation of the Ras effector
pathways Akt and ERK rescues inhibitory phosphorylation of BAD in the presence of
JAK inhibitors in both engineered and evolved JAK inhibitor-resistant cells.
If inactivating phosphorylation of BAD by Ras effector pathways is responsible
for the observed resistance, then knockdown of BAD should also confer resistance
independently of Ras activation. Indeed, knockdown of BAD by two independent
shRNA constructs confers robust resistance to INCB that phenocopies Ras effector
activation, suggesting that resistance is mediated through BAD (Figure 11D). To further
substantiate BAD’s role in resistance, we infected Ras- or Akt-expressing cells with
BAD2SA and evaluated its effects on apoptosis. For both resistant HEL derivatives,
BAD2SA expression alone was sufficient to induce significant apoptosis, similar to the
response in the parental cells (Figure 11E). Finally, to demonstrate that BAD governs
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sensitivity to JAK inhibitors downstream of Ras effector pathways, we sought to reverse
the resistance seen in Akt- or Ras-expressing cells by co-expression of BAD2SA. In the
Akt-active state, cells expressing BAD2SA were unable to survive long enough to
complete the GI50 assay, underscoring the importance of BAD in these cells. In the Rasactive state, we were able to preserve a population of BAD2SA-expressing cells.
Consistent with a model of resistance driven by inactivating phosphorylation of BAD by
Ras effectors, expression of BAD2SA was sufficient to re-sensitize these cells to treatment
with JAK inhibitors (Figure 11F). These findings indicate that resistance to JAK
inhibitors driven by Ras effector pathways functions by reactivating inhibitory
phosphorylation of BAD downstream of JAK.
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Figure 11: BAD activity, governed by phosphorylation status at Ser 112 and
136, dictates drug sensitivity and induction of apoptosis in both the drug-sensitive
and resistant state. A-C) After 6 hours of treatment with the specified drugs, protein
lysates were prepared from either myr-Akt-transduced HEL92.1.7 (A), Ras (G12V)transduced HEL92.1.7 (B), Set2-Parental, or Set2-CYTR cells (C) and immunoblotted
with the indicated antibodies. Blots are representative of three replicate experiments. D)
INCB GI50 values for HEL92.1.7 cells expressing the indicated short hairpin vectors;
protein knockdown assessed 72 hours after lentiviral transduction and selection (inset).
E, F) HEL92.1.7 derivatives stably expressing the indicated ORFs were transduced with
a second ORF expressing either a second control vector or BAD2SA. (E) Twenty-four
hours after selection, cells were stained with 7AAD and Annexin V to measure the
induction of apoptosis. Error bars indicate SD of three replicate experiments. (F) The
fold change in INCB GI50 value was calculated for the same HEL92.1.7 derivatives after
transduction with the indicated vectors. Error bars indicate SD of three replicate
experiments. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 by Student’s t test.
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2.2.5 BCL-XL is the relevant anti-apoptotic target downstream of JAK
and BAD
BAD can potentially bind and inactivate BCL-2, BCL-XL, and BCL-w (108). HRK
is only able to bind BCL-XL. Thus the BH3 profiling results predict that these cells are
specifically dependent upon only BCL-XL (Figure 8B, C). Immunoblotting of HEL92.1.7
cells show that BCL-XL is highly expressed compared to the other anti-apoptotic proteins
BCL-2 and MCL-1 (Figure 12A); thus, it might be expected that inhibition of BCL-XL
would be toxic to these cells. To test this hypothesis, we measured viability and
apoptosis in cells treated with ABT-199 (a selective BCL-2 inhibitor), WEHI-539 (a
selective BCL-XL inhibitor), and ABT-737 (a dual BCL-2/BCL-XL inhibitor). Parental cells
and engineered Ras effector-activated cells were insensitive to ABT-199 but sensitive to
both WEHI-539 and ABT-737 (Figure 12B). Additionally, independently evolved JAK
inhibitor-resistant cells were also equally sensitive to ABT-737 when compared to
matched parental cells (Figure 12B). To confirm this BCL-XL dependency downstream of
JAK signaling, we examined the effects of JAK inhibition on the BH3 profiles of our
JAK2V617F positive cells. After incubation with two different JAK inhibitors for 8 hours, all
three lines show an increased sensitivity to titrations of both the BAD and HRK peptides
(Figure 12C), suggesting that abrogation of BCL-XL occurs downstream of JAK
inhibition. Importantly, sensitivity to the NOXA peptide (binds only MCL-1) did not
appreciably increase, implying little to no role for MCL-1 in this setting. Collectively,
these data support a model in which survival in JAK2-driven MPNs relies specifically on
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the activation state of BAD and its consequent downstream regulation of BCL-XL.
Resistance to JAK inhibition can thus be driven by Ras effector-mediated suppression of
the BAD/BCL-XL signaling axis, and reciprocally, resistance can be inhibited by either
co-inhibition of JAK and the Ras effector pathways Akt and ERK or by direct inhibition
of BCL-XL (Figure 13).

Figure 12: BCL-XL, not BCL-2 or MCL-1, is the key anti-apoptotic effector
downstream of JAK and BAD. A) HEL92.1.7 cells were treated with INCB for 6 hours
and immunoblotted as shown. Blots are representative of three replicate experiments. B)
HEL92.1.7 ORF-expressing derivatives were treated with either a selective BCL-2
inhibitor (ABT-199), a selective BCL-XL inhibitor (WEHI-539), or BCL-family inhibitor
(ABT-737) for 48 hours and then stained with 7AAD and Annexin V to measure the
induction of apoptosis. Error bars indicate SEM of three replicate experiments. (Below
and Right) As in Fig. 2A, the relative proliferation for the indicated HEL92.1.7
derivatives or Set2-Parental, -INCBR, and -CYTR cell lines treated with the specified
inhibitors is shown. Error bars indicate SD of three replicate experiments. C) HEL92.1.7,
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Set2, and UKE-1 cells were BH3 profiled as before with slight alterations. Cells were
incubated with the indicated JAK inhibitors for 8 hours and then profiled using either
100 µM or 10 µM of the indicated peptide. Error Bars indicate the SD of three
independent experiments for each cell line.
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Figure 13: A BAD/BCL-XL-centric model governing survival in JAK inhibitorresistant and sensitive cells. In the sensitive state (grey dashed line), survival is
predominantly controlled by canonical JAK signaling-mediated inactivation of BAD at
the Ser112 site. In the resistant state (black dashed line), Ras effector pathways ERK and
Akt, driven by activating mutations in Ras or other upstream signals, provide
compensatory survival signals at the functionally equivalent Ser 112 and 136 sites,
rescuing the effects of JAK2 inhibition and representing a coalescent signaling node
through which survival is orchestrated in JAK2V617F cells.

2.3 Discussion
Our findings demonstrate that the activation of Ras or its effector pathways Akt
and ERK can efficiently rescue JAK inhibitor-driven apoptosis in JAK2V617F MPN cells.
Rescue is based on the fact that Ras effector pathways and the JAK2/STAT/PIM1
pathway can each redundantly phosphorylate and inactivate BAD, the pro-apoptotic
protein whose activation status determines survival in these cells. In normally
proliferating cells the inhibition of JAK2 leads to dephosphorylation of BAD and its
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sequestration of the pro-survival protein BCL-XL (111, 113, 118-120). In cells with
activated Ras effector pathways, JAK2 inhibition is insufficient to dephosphorylate BAD
because of its redundant phosphorylation by the Akt and ERK pathways. These findings
suggest that compensatory activation of the Akt and/or ERK pathways may explain the
inability of JAK inhibitor monotherapy to reduce the malignant clone burden in
JAK2V617F MPN patients, a hypothesis which is supported by both (i) the observation that
these Ras effector pathways are hyperactivated in resistant cells (121, 122) and (ii) our
finding that co-inhibition of these pathways sensitizes resistant cells to JAK inhibitor
therapy. Further, while a diverse array of upstream events may potentially lead to the
activation of Ras effector pathways to drive resistance (105), including the
overexpression or mutational activation of receptor tyrosine kinases, the stimulation of
MPN cells with soluble growth factors or cytokines in their microenvironment, or the
mutational activation of either the ERK or AKT effector pathways, our evidence
suggests that this is achieved in a subset of JAK2V617F MPN patients through direct
activating mutations in KRAS or NRAS.
The results presented here unify several recent findings in the field of JAK2V617F
positive MPNs. First, a recent study demonstrated that heterodimerization of JAK2 with
JAK1 or TYK2 occurs in JAK2V617F cells that are resistant to JAK inhibitors and further
hypothesized that this heterodimerization may drive resistance through reactivation of
STAT signaling (101). The evidence presented here suggests that resistance in cells with
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JAK2 heterodimerization may function through the transactivation of Ras effector
pathways rather than the reactivation of STAT signaling, as pharmacological inhibition
of Ras effector pathways fully resensitizes these cells. Second, redundant survival
signaling through the JAK/STAT, Akt, and ERK pathways described here provides a
mechanistic explanation for the limited activities of monotherapies targeting MEK,
PI3K/mTOR, and Akt in both drug-sensitive and drug-resistant JAK2V617F cells despite
the constitutive activity of these pathways (121, 123, 124). Third, while a previous study
identified a correlation between JAK2/STAT/PIM1 activity and BAD phosphorylation in
drug-sensitive cells (125), more recent studies have excluded BAD as a potential
regulator of apoptosis by demonstrating that phosphorylation levels at Ser136 are
unchanged by JAK inhibitor treatment. The latter study suggested instead that BIM is
the key apoptosis regulator in these cells (126). Our results reconcile these discrepancies
by demonstrating that BAD phosphorylation at Ser112 is the relevant target of JAK/STAT
signaling in drug sensitive cells; that BAD phosphorylation at Ser 112 and 136 by the Ras
effectors ERK and Akt, respectively, can rescue JAK inhibitior-induced loss of Ser112
phosphorylation; and finally, that BAD phosphorylation is required for survival and Ras
effector-mediated drug resistance. BIM, on the other hand, is necessary for the
execution of apoptosis via its efficient activation of BAX (127), and its knockdown is
sufficient to drive resistance to JAK inhibitors(126), but it acts downstream of BAD.
Fourth, by demonstrating that survival in both sensitive and resistant cells is dependent
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on BCL-XL, we provide a mechanistic rationale for the recent findings that (i) JAK2V617F
cells show marked insensitivity to BCL-2 inhibition (128) and (ii) combination therapy
involving a JAK inhibitor combined with a dual BCL-2/BCL-XL inhibitor (ABT-737)
yields improved responses in animal models of JAK2V617F MPN relative to JAK inhibitor
monotherapy(121).
This work suggests that the combined inhibition of JAK2 and Ras effector
pathways, or the direct, selective inhibition of BCL-XL, may yield more robust and
durable responses in patients than JAK inhibitor monotherapy. In the near term, the
former approach may be more tractable, as the direct inhibition of BCL-XL using earlygeneration inhibitors has been associated with on-target toxicities (129, 130). Generally,
however, our studies suggest that therapies based on the combination of JAK inhibitors
with (i) Akt inhibitors; (ii) Akt plus MEK or ERK inhibitors; or (iii) selective BCL-XL
inhibitors, or monotherapies involving selective BCL-XL inhibitors alone, warrant further
preclinical investigation.
Finally, while current JAK inhibitors have demonstrated clinical benefits for
MPN patients by reducing splenomegaly and constitutional symptoms, they have failed
to effectively reduce mutant allele burden(131). This could owe to several factors,
including incomplete inhibition of the kinase itself. Irrespective of the final culprit, better
JAK inhibitors that achieve true clonal selection are needed to fully evaluate resistance
mechanism in patients; indeed, these molecules seem to be forthcoming (36). In this
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setting, we hypothesize that the sub-clonal Ras mutations seen in JAK2V617F patients
could become a relevant clinical problem.

2.4 Methods
Methods associated with Chapter 2 “CTK Screening: Resistance mechanisms in JAK2driven MPNs”
Cell lines and drugs
All cell lines were grown at 37°C in 5% CO2. UKE-1 cells were grown in RPMI 1640 with
10% fetal calf serum, 10% horse serum and 1µM hydrocortisone. HEL92.1.7 cells were
grown in RPMI with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Set2
cells were grown in RPMI with 20% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Set2-inhibitor
resistant (CYTR and INCBR) and control cells (Parental) were grown as above in media
supplemented with 0.7µM INCB018424, 0.5µM CYT387, or DMSO respectively. UKE-1
and HEL92.1.7 cells were obtained from Ann Mullally, Brigham and Women’s Hospital,
and Set2 parental and resistant cell lines were obtained from Ross Levine, Memorial
Sloan-Kettering. Drugs were purchased from Selleck Chemicals, ChemieTek, and
ApexBio and were used at the following concentrations: 2 µM for VX-11E, 10 µM for
MK-2206, 2 µM for AZD-6244, 0.2 µM for BEZ-235 (GI50 assay and western blots), 4 µM
for SGI-1776 (western blots and apoptosis assays) 1 µM for INCB and CYT (western
blots, BH3 profiling), and 5 µM for INCB, 1.6 µM for ABT-737 and ABT-199, and 0.8 µM
for WEHI-539 (apoptosis assays).
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Pathway activating screen
We performed pooled lentiviral screens as previously described (67). UKE-1 cells were
infected with the pooled library (MOI = 0.3) and treated separately with either vehicle
(DMSO) or three concentrations of INCB018424 (1 µM, 5 µM, and 10 µM). After three
weeks of culture, all drug- and vehicle-treated cells were subjected to genomic DNA
purification and PCR-based barcode amplification. Results were de-convoluted as
previously described using the Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 sequencing platform.
GI50 assay
Cells were seeded into 6-well plates and infected with the desired ORF activating allele
or control vector. Lentiviruses were produced and applied as previously described (132).
Following two days of puromycin selection (2 µg/ml), infected cells were seeded into 96well plates at 5,000 cells/well. To generate GI50 curves, cells were treated with vehicle
(DMSO) or an eight-log serial dilution of drug to yield final concentrations of 200, 20, 2,
0.2, 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002, or 0.00002 µM. Each treatment condition was represented by at
least three replicates. Three to four days after drug addition, cell viability was measured
using Cell Titer Glo® (Promega). Relative viability was then calculated by normalizing
luminescence values for each treatment condition to control treated wells. To generate
GI50 curves for drug combinations, slight modifications are made. Primary drug was
applied and diluted as above while the second drug was kept at a constant
concentration across all wells except the DMSO-only condition. Viability for all primary
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drug dilutions was then calculated relative to luminescence values from the secondary
drug-only condition. Dose-response curves were fit using Graph pad/ Prism 6 software.
Western blotting and antibodies
Immunoblotting was performed as previously described (132) and membranes were
probed with primary antibodies (1:1000 dilution) recognizing p-STAT5, STAT5, pSTAT3, STAT3, BAD, p-BAD Ser112, p-BAD Ser136, p-Akt (Thr308), Akt, p-ERK1/2
(Thr202/Tyr204), ERK1/2, Pim1, BCL-XL, BCL-2, MCL-1, Bim, Bax, Bak, NaATPase, and
β-Actin. All antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology.
shRNA constructs
TRC shRNA clones were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and the Duke RNAi Facility as
glycerol stocks. Constructs were prepared in lentiviral form and used to infect target
cells as previously described (62).
Construct

TRC ID

Sequence

shBAD_54

TRCN0000033454

GACGAGTTTGTGGACTCCTTTCTCGAGAAAGGAGTCCACAAACTCGTC

shBAD_56

TRCN0000033456

CCAGTCCTGGTGGGATCGGAACTCGAGTTCCGATCCCACCAGGACTGG

shJAK2 (1)

TRCN0000003180

GCTTTGTCTTTCGTGTCATTACTCGAGTAATGACACGAAAGACAAAGC

shJAK2 (2)

TRCN0000003181

GCAGAATTAGCAAACCTTATACTCGAGTATAAGGTTTGCTAATTCTGC
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Quantification of apoptosis by Annexin-V
Cells were seeded in six-well plates and treated with either the indicated amount of
drug or vehicle (DMSO). Cells were incubated for the indicated time, washed twice
with ice-cold PBS, and resuspended in 1X Annexin V binding buffer (10mM HEPES,
140mM NaCl, 2.5mM CaCl2; BD Biosciences). Surface exposure of phosphatidylserine
was measured using APC-conjugated Annexin V (BD Biosciences). 7-AAD (BD
Biosciences) was used as a viability probe. Experiments were analyzed at 20,000
counts/sample using BD FACSVantage SE. Gatings were defined using
untreated/unstained cells as appropriate.
qRT-PCR
Real-time PCR was performed as previously described(67). Human Pim1; forward
primer 5’-TTATCGACCTCAATCGCGGC-3’; reverse primer 5’GGTAGCGATGGTAGCGGATC-3’; Human GAPDH; forward primer 5’CCCACTCCTCCACCTTTGAC-3’; reverse primer 5’-ACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCCAAA-3’.
BH3 profiling
HMLE, Set2, UKE-1 and HEL92.1.7 cells were BH3 profiled as previously described
(127).
Phospho-null BAD mutants
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Wild-type and double Ser-to-Ala (S112A/S136A) mutant murine BAD constructs were
obtained from Addgene and cloned using the Gateway® system (Life Technologies) into
the pLX-303 vector and prepared for lentiviral infection as previously described (61).
Patient cohort
The patient cohort consisted of 42 patients. The male to female ratio was 1.8 (27/15). The
median age was 75.9 years, ranging from 55.3 to 89.1 years. All patients were diagnosed
following the WHO 2008 criteria, including 16 cases with Chronic myelomonocytic
leukemia (CMML), 2 with Myelodysplastic/myeloproliferative neoplasm, unclassifiable
(MDS/MPN, U), 6 with MPN and 18 with Refractory anemia with ring sideroblasts and
thrombocytosis (RARS-T). The study design adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by our institutional review board before its initiation.
Mutational analyses
JAK2V617F mutation was analyzed by melting curve analysis, as described in Schnittger
et al. (133) NRAS mutation were analyzed either by melting curve analysis described
previously (134) or Next-generation deep-sequencing using the 454 GS FLX amplicon
chemistry (Roche Applied Science). In melting curve analysis positive NRAS cases were
subsequently further characterized by Next-generation sequencing. KRAS mutations
were either sequenced by the Sanger method or Next-generation deep-sequencing.
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3. CRISPR sensitizer screening: Identifying combination
strategies in RAS-mutant solid cancers
Portions of the work in this chapter are reprinted with permission from (135). In addition, the
work described in this chapter was performed as part of a collaborative project jointly led by Peter
Winter and Grace Anderson. Specifically, Peter Winter cloned and validated the miniaturized
CRISPR library and performed all screens and paired analysis. Grace Anderson initially
characterized the MAPK / SRC combination, validated it across models, and uncovered its
mechanism of action. Peter Winter and Grace Anderson jointly conducted all remaining studies.
The above results, as well as others (44, 67, 136), demonstrate the power of the
CTK screening approach to map pathways of acquired resistance. Moreover, they
underscore the diversity of possible resistance mechanisms to various targeted therapies
that depend largely on the agent used—what node is being targeted—and the tissue
where the cancer originates. However, this approach is limited in that pathway level
information takes careful mechanistic study to inform on the proper targets for
intervention. For example, in both BRAF-mutant melanoma and JAK2-mutant MPN
screens, activated RAS constructs demonstrate the capacity to drive resistance; however,
the former mechanism of action indicates a simple reactivation of MAPK signaling as
the culprit and the later funnels to modulation of molecules controlling intrinsic
apoptosis, each suggesting slightly different treatment strategies.
Additionally, stochastic contributions to evolutionary processes at work within
cancers inherently limits our ability to chart a tumor’s path to resistance even if we
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know all the possible routes(137). Furthermore, recent mathematical modeling studies
demonstrate that sequential drug treatment—that is, applying resistance-targeting
interventions after relapse—has a higher likelihood of failure than upfront combinatorial
treatment (138). Understanding these realities, we next sought to investigate possible
methods for systematically designing highly potent combinatorial strategies to enhance
the anti tumor effects of upfront treatment. For these studies we turned to targeting
KRAS mutant tumors for several reasons including the inability to directly target the
offending lesion pharmacologically as well as these tumors’ well-documented
propensity to resist upfront treatment (73).

3.1 Introduction
In 1982, the discovery of activating RAS mutations in human cancer cells
launched an intensive effort to both understand this potent family of driver oncogenes
and develop selective treatment strategies (139). Although more recent large-scale
sequencing efforts have catalogued an extensive and growing list of driver mutations in
human cancers, mutations in RAS family oncogenes, and in particular KRAS, remain
among the most common oncogenic alterations in many cancers (12, 13, 73). After
neoplastic initiation, the continued reliance on mutant RAS signaling for tumor
maintenance (140, 141) provides a strong rationale to design therapies aimed at ablating
its signaling activity. The literature to date recognizes at least four strategies to interfere
with mutant RAS signaling: (i) direct pharmacological inhibition of RAS, (ii) interfering
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with RAS membrane association, (iii) exploiting RAS synthetic lethal interactions, and
(iv) inhibiting key RAS effector pathways (73). Although several groups have reported
recent progress towards strategy (i) above (142, 143), whether these can be advanced
towards clinically active and selective inhibitors remains to be determined. Similarly,
while excitement surrounded the initial development of farnesyltransferase inhibitors
that block the post-translational farnesyl lipid modification controlling RAS localization,
the unexpected compensatory activity of a related enzyme rendered KRAS refractory to
inhibition, explaining the disappointing clinical outcomes in KRAS mutant cancers (144).
The strategy of selectively targeting RAS-driven cells by inhibiting mutation-induced
synthetic lethal dependencies is a promising concept that has yielded actionable
candidates, but one whose progress has been slowed by concerns about model system
and reagent fidelity (69). Finally, as a result of promising early findings, the strategy of
targeting key RAS effector pathways has emerged as the focus of most translational
research efforts (73).
The activity of single agent therapies targeting individual RAS effector pathways
is limited; however, combinations of inhibitors targeting multiple effector and/or
feedback pathways have shown impressive activity in KRAS mutant model systems (48,
145). Specifically, the combined inhibition of MEK and the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway
has been widely described, as have approaches combining MEK inhibitors with
inhibitors of ERK feedback reactivation, including the receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs)
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ERBB3, IGF1R, and FGFR1. More recent studies have also identified combinations
targeting MEK alongside YAP1 and BCL-XL survival pathways as promising strategies
for these tumors (45, 146-151). To date, however, these approaches have shown only
limited clinical activity in patients with KRAS mutant cancers (152). Therapies targeting
MEK alongside the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway have been limited by toxicities, making it
difficult to achieve complete pathway inhibition in patients (46). Ongoing clinical
studies involving strategies targeting MEK alongside feedback or alternative survival
pathways have thus far revealed activity in only subsets of patients, a fact which is likely
attributed to the intrinsic molecular, genetic, and clinical heterogeneity of KRAS mutant
tumors (148). For example, recent integrative genomic analyses have revealed
substantial diversity across, and even within, KRAS mutant tumors from distinct tissue
types, a finding consistent with recent evidence that certain combination therapies may
only have activity in defined tumor subsets (153, 154).
Together, these findings highlight three key unanswered questions. First, what is
the landscape of druggable signaling pathways whose inhibition cooperates with
inhibitors of KRAS effector signaling? Second, how do the activities of combination
therapies targeting these pathways vary both across and within KRAS mutant tumors
from distinct tissues? Finally, might a landscape view of drug target interactions shed
light on strategies to build more effective combination therapies? To date, no studies
have been powered to address these questions. Pooled RNA interference (RNAi)
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sensitizer screens are in principle suitable for the challenge, but historically they have
only been performed with drugs targeting a single KRAS effector node in a single cell
line (146, 148, 150, 151). Further, the deficiencies of RNAi-based methods in the areas of
reagent fidelity and scalability make it difficult to use this approach to accurately map
drug target interactions across a large matrix of cell lines and drug treatments (80).
CRISPR/Cas9 screening methods have the potential to overcome these limitations by
enabling the construction of high fidelity screening libraries that enable complete lossof-function with minimal off-target effects (60, 155). In this study, we sought to use a
custom CRISPR/Cas9-based screening library to map the landscape of druggable
pathways that cooperate with inhibitors of the key KRAS effectors MEK, ERK, and PI3K
in KRAS mutant lung, colon, pancreas, and ovarian cancer models based on the
hypothesis that such an effort may reveal potent and durable strategies to target these
tumors.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Development of a CRISPR/Cas9-based method to identify drug
sensitizers
Recent work has demonstrated the ability of CRISPR/Cas9-based loss-of-function
screening to efficiently identify essential genes in mammalian cells using one- (81, 155)
and two-plasmid lentiviral systems (156). We chose to clone optimized short guide
RNAs (sgRNAs) (155) into a second generation single plasmid lentiviral system in which
both an sgRNA and Cas9 are expressed from the same vector (156) to create a custom
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screening library targeting 378 genes (5 guides per gene) alongside 50 non-targeting
controls. These genes represent hand selected, key nodes in major oncogenic growth,
survival, and metabolic pathways, RTKs, key druggable kinases and epigenetic
modifiers, and frequently amplified or mutated oncogenes, genes that were judged to be
both likely to modify drug sensitivity and are often druggable (Figure 14A). We
intentionally limited the size of this library to ~2,000 sgRNAs to enable parallel screening
across many adherent cell line / drug combinations, as this limited library size enables
negative selection screening using 50-fold fewer cells than genome-wide libraries (e.g.,
2x106 vs. 1x108 cells per condition). To identify genes whose inhibition sensitized cells to
drug treatments, cells were first transduced with the pooled library at a low multiplicity
of infection (MOI = 0.2) and then cultured in the presence of sub-lethal drug doses for 34 weeks followed by deconvolution with next generation sequencing (Figure 14A).
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Figure 14: Construction and validation of miniaturized CRISPR/Cas9 library
for drug sensitizer screening. A) Breakdown of the 378 genes included (top) and
schematic depicting the construction and implementation of the 1,940 sgRNA library
(bottom). B) Replicate comparison of gene-level essentiality phenotypes in the colorectal
cancer cell line HCT116 pilot screen. The mean depletion metric (DM; t = 4 weeks / t =
initial) for all 5 constructs targeted to each gene in the library is plotted and fit to a linear
model. Previously identified “core essential” genes (157) RPL5, SF3B1, PPP2R1A, SMC3,
and U2AF1 are noted in blue as positive controls (top). Replicate comparison of
sensitizer phenotypes from HCT116 pilot screen. Cells were cultured in the presence of
0.1 µM AZD6244 or vehicle for 4 weeks. The mean depletion metric (DM; t = 4 weeks,
drug / vehicle) for all 5 constructs targeted to each gene in the library is plotted and fit to
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a linear model. Select sensitizers identified in previous studies (BRAF, IGF1R, AKT1, and
MAPK1) are noted in blue as positive controls. C) Log2(DM) for each gene in a
representative HCT116 MEKi sensitizer screen. The 50 control sgRNAs are randomly
assigned to 10 control genes and are labeled in yellow. Hits in red are genes that scored
reproducibly in the bottom 10% of genes in the library for both replicates (grey text,
known sensitizer; red text, previously unknown sensitizer) Inset: Pharmacologic
validation of sensitizers to the MEKi AZD6244 in HCT116 cells identified by the pilot
screen (ERKi, SCH772984 0.02µM; IGFRi, GSK1838705A 1µM; PKCi LY317615 2µM;
AKTi MK2206 10µM; RAFi LY3009120, 0.1µM, right). Data are GI50 values (mean ± SD
of three replicates) in the presence of DMSO or the indicated sensitizer drugs. D)
Replicate comparison of the DM (most active 3 sgRNAs per gene) for hits in the pilot
screen (known sensitizers, blue; previously unknown sensitizers, orange). E) Replicate
comparison of screens performed in two primary patient-derived CRC cell lines across
the three inhibitors tested (SCH772984, ERKi; GDC-0623, MEKi; BKM-120, PI3Ki). Data
are the DM for the 3 most active sgRNAs per gene. F) Relationship of control guides to
hits in replicate 1 across all CRC screens (DM is the average of the 3 most active
sgRNAs). Boxplots for the mean DM score of each hit and control in every CRC cell line
for each drug screen (bottom right). G) Screen results for ControlA1 (orange) and
guides targeting CRKL (blue) are plotted and fit to a linear model (adj R2= 0.54; top).
Cells expressing sgCRKL constructs were treated with the MEK inhibitor AZD6244 and
normalized to cells expressing sgControl constructs. Data are fold change in GI50 values
(mean ± SD of three replicates; bottom). *p<0.05 by Student’s t test.
To validate drug sensitizer screening with CRISPR/Cas9, we first tested the
approach in a well-defined model system. Specifically, we screened KRAS mutant
HCT116 colorectal cancer (CRC) cells, a well-validated KRAS-dependent cell line, in the
presence of the MEK inhibitor (MEKi) selumetinib (AZD6244), as several MEKi
sensitizers have been previously identified in this cell line. Although our library lacked
extensive representation of generally essential genes, the reproducibility of essentiality
phenotypes in replicate screens confirmed consistent reagent behavior and identified
several known “core essential” genes identified in a recent study (Figure 14B, top) (158).
Drug screens were performed using a dose of 0.1 µM AZD6244, a concentration yielding
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on-target MEK inhibition and approximately 25% growth inhibition (Figure 15a). After
calculating the depletion metric (DM) for each sgRNA (its relative abundance in the
presence of drug normalized to the same quantity in the presence of vehicle), we
converted sgRNA-level scores to gene-level scores by calculating the cumulative sum of
the rank ordered scores derived using five common metrics: the mean and median
scores for the five sgRNAs targeting each gene alongside the average score of the three
best and two best sgRNAs per gene and the score of the second best sgRNA alone (See
Methods) (86, 159). This multi-metric gene scoring method was used to minimize false
positive hits by balancing the relative strengths and weaknesses of each metric. Using
this approach, replicates were highly correlated for sensitizer phenotypes, and known
sensitizers behaved as expected (Figure 14B, bottom). Nominally, we considered genes
to be sensitizer hits when they scored in the bottom 10% of all genes in both replicates of
a given screen (Figure 14C, hits indicated with red dots). All hits scoring at this
threshold had multiply corrected p-values less than 0.05 (Benjamini-Hochberg
correction), suggesting that they are likely to be true positives. Further, sensitizers from
this screen could be validated in an eight-point growth inhibition-50% (GI50) assay (See
Methods) using selective small molecule kinase inhibitors targeting sensitizer gene
products (Figure 14C, inset; Figure 15b). Importantly, non-targeting control sgRNAs,
randomly binned into 10 control genes, failed to score (Figure 14C, in yellow). The
sensitizer phenotypes for hit genes were highly reproducible across replicate screens
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(Figure 14D), and included the previously identified sensitizers AKT1, RAF1 (C-RAF),
BRAF, and IGF1R.

Figure 15: Signaling and viability effects of drug doses used for screening
alongside additional analyses. A) Immunoblot in HCT116 cells treated with the
indicated inhibitors at screened doses for 1hr. Images are cropped for clarity. B) Viability
of cells at 72hrs in the presence of background does of the indicated inhibitors used in
Figure 1C, inset. C) Relative viability at 72hrs at the dose used for screens for every cell
line in our study. D) Immunoblot analysis of signaling effects at screening doses for
representative cell lines from each tissue. Images are cropped for clarity. E) Depletion
metric (DM) for each replicate screen in CRC119 cells across the three different inhibitors
screened (DM is calculated using the three score). F) Heatmap for the hits identified in
the 4 CRC cell lines (those hits scoring in ≥ 2 lines) for each drug. Data are the Z-scored
average for the 3 most active sgRNAs per gene. G) Representative immunoblots for
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CRKL knockout in CRC240 and SW620 cells. Images are cropped for clarity. Data are n =
3.
Having validated the sensitizer screening method, we next performed screens to
identify sensitizers to the MEKi GDC-0623, the ERKi SCH772984, and pan-PI3Ki
BKM120 (buparlisib). GDC-0623 and SCH772984 were chosen because of their abilities
to selectively and potently inhibit both the kinase activities and feedback-mediated
phosphorylation of their targets MEK and ERK, respectively. Similarly, we chose a panrather than isoform-selective PI3K inhibitor BKM120 because isoform-selective
inhibitors can be overcome by compensation by other isoforms (160, 161). Screens were
performed in a panel of four KRAS mutant CRC models – two established cell lines
(HCT116 and SW620) and two primary patient-derived xenograft (PDX)-established cell
lines (CRC119 and CRC240) (162) – at doses yielding on-target kinase inhibition and
partial cell growth inhibition in each cell line (Figure 15c and d). Correlation plots from
replicate screens demonstrate that while screens with MEKi and ERKi identified
numerous reproducible sensitizers, screens with PI3Ki yielded fewer and weaker
sensitizers, perhaps reflecting the limited driver role for PI3K in KRAS-dependent
effector signaling in these cancers (Figure 14E, where sensitizers are found in the lower
left hand quadrant of each plot, and 1F and Figure 15e) (73). Additionally, the low
passage PDX-derived cell lines behaved similarly to established cell lines, and both
MEKi and ERKi screens produced broadly similar sensitizer profiles across all cell lines
(Figure 15f) Finally, as a demonstration of the reliability of the screening approach, we
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generated knockout lines for the adaptor protein CRKL. CRKL validation assays in all
screened cell lines yielded consistent sensitizing phenotypes with the exception of
SW620 (grey dots and bars), whose variable efficacy in validation assays mimicked that
seen in the screen results for this cell line (Figure 14G, Figure 15g). Taken together, these
findings suggest that CRISPR/Cas9-based screens can reproducibly identify drug
sensitizers with low false positive hit rates, suggest consistency between screens
performed in primary patient-derived and established cellular models, and underscore
the extensive cooperation between inhibitors of the MEK/ERK pathway and other
cellular targets in KRAS mutant CRCs.

3.2.2 Mapping a landscape of combination therapies in KRAS mutant
cancers
To broaden our analysis to additional KRAS mutant tumor types, we next
performed replicate screens in cellular models of KRAS mutant non-small cell lung
adenocarcinoma (NSCLC) (Calu-6, A549, Calu-1), pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
(PDAC) (Capan-1, Panc 02.03, Panc 03.27, and CFPAC-1), and ovarian mucinous
carcinoma (MCAS) treated with GDC-0623, SCH772984, and BKM120 as above. By
integrating the results of these screens with those performed in KRAS mutant CRC cell
lines – a total of 70 screens (35 screens in duplicate) in 12 cellular models – we identified
51 genes scoring as sensitizers to either MEKi, ERKi, or PI3Ki (top 10% in both replicate
screens in ≥2 cell lines), with eight sensitizers scoring for PI3Ki and 47 sensitizers scoring
for either MEKi or ERKi. When analyses were restricted by tissue type, a similar pattern
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was observed, with 3, 3, and 2 PI3Ki sensitizers observed in colon-, lung-, and pancreasderived models, respectively, and 24, 22, and 12 MEKi and/or ERKi sensitizers observed
in the same models (Figure 16A, Figure 15c,d).
To visualize the landscape of MEKi and ERKi sensitizers across tissues, we
performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering of all sensitizers identified in at least
two pairs of replicate MEKi or ERKi screens (n = 89 genes). This analysis revealed
several overarching patterns. First, sensitizer profiles from replicate screens tended to
cluster together, as did profiles from MEKi and ERKi screens in a given cell line. Second,
sensitizer profiles generally clustered by tissue of origin, with pancreas and ovarian
models clustering separately from colorectal and lung models, which were partially
intermingled (Figure 2B). Our screens identified previously described MEKi sensitizers,
including those that function through the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway (AKT1, AKT2,
RICTOR, MTOR, and IGF1R), through suppression of ERK pathway feedback
reactivation (or incomplete pathway inhibition) (BRAF, RAF1, MAPK1, MAPK3, KRAS,
and FGFR1), and through the YAP1 pathway (45, 147-150). Importantly, these screens
also
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Figure 16: Landscape view and validation of sensitizers to MEK/ERK
inhibitors across KRAS mutant cancers. A) Comparison of hit frequency across tissues
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and drugs. A gene is considered a hit if it scores reproducibly in two cell lines per tissue.
B) Hierarchical clustering of the Z-scored DM for the 3 most active sgRNAs per gene in
each replicate for GDC-0623 (MEKi) and SCH772984 (ERKi) screens. For each condition,
cells were grown either in vehicle or low doses of the indicated inhibitor (see
Supplemental Table 3 for doses) for 3-4 weeks and then results were de-convoluted by
deep sequencing (boxes highlight representative areas of heat, indicating groups of
possible tissue-specific sensitizers). C) Table with representative processes and
corresponding target genes that modulate sensitivity to MEK/ERK inhibition uncovered
by the screens. D-F) Crystal violet staining of 7 day colony growth in cell lines treated
with the indicated, candidate sensitizers. Cells were treated with the indicated inhibitors
in combination with AZD6244 (MEKi) or ERKi (SCH772984) at the listed concentrations
(ERK5i, XMD8-92; MDM2/4i, MI-773; EGFRi, Gefitinib; mTORC 1/2, Torin1; SRCi,
dasatinib; CDK1i RO-3306). Data are a representative image of each experiment
performed in duplicate. (G-I, top) Pharmacologic validation of 12 sensitizers. Mutant
and wild type cells were tested in 8-point GI50 assays with either SCH772984 (ERKi)
alone or in the presence of a constant background concentration of the indicated drugs.
Relative viability was measured at 72 hours post-treatment using Cell Titer Glo. Dotted
line indicates ERKi GI50 value for DMSO treated KRAS mutant cells. Data are mean ±
SEM of three replicate experiments. (G-I, bottom) Similar to top, log2 transformed GI50
values for two KRAS mutant cell lines and one KRAS WT cell line per tissue. Data are
normalized to DMSO treated samples for each cell line. (DNMT1i, Azacitadine 0.5µM;
EZH2i UNC1999, 0.5µM; CDK2i Roscovitine, 5µM; CDK9i LDC000067, 2µM; CDK7i BS181, 2µM; SRCi dasatinib, 0.2µM; IGFRi, GSK1838705A 1µM; mTORC1 Rapamycin,
0.1µM; mTORC 1/2, Torin1, 0.2µM; RAFi LY3009120, 1µM; CDK1i RO-336 5µM; CDK4/6i
PD0332991, 2µM). *p<0.05.
identified a myriad of cellular processes not previously implicated as therapeutic cotargets with MEKi or ERKi in KRAS mutant cancers. These druggable sensitizers
included regulators of cell cycle and apoptosis (CDK1, CDK2, AURKA, AURKB, MCL1,
and MDM4), glucose metabolism (SLC2A1/GLUT1, HK2, G6PD), RTK signaling (AXL,
ERBB2, EPHA8, EPHB1, FGFR2, and PTPN11), survival signaling (SRC, MAPK14,
MAPK7), chromatin state (EP300, KMT2A, EZH2, DNMT1, HDAC4, HDAC7, and
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HDAC8), and transcription (CDK7 and CDK9), as well as the currently undruggable
oncogenic transcription factors MYC, NFE2L2, ZEB1, and SNAI2 (Figure 16B and C).
To functionally validate the druggable sensitizers identified in primary screens,
we began by testing a selection of hits identified in lung, pancreas, and colorectal cancer
screens using pharmacological inhibitors of each sensitizer. Seven-day clonogenic
growth assays confirmed greater than additive growth inhibition resulting from MEKi
or ERKi plus sensitizer drug co-treatments in lung, pancreas, and colon cancer models
(Figure 16D-F, Figure 17a). To better understand the strength, spectrum of activity, and
KRAS mutation selectivity of these combination therapies, we tested a broader panel of
candidate sensitizers using validated small molecule inhibitors of each sensitizer.
Inhibitors of known sensitizers mTORC1, B- and C-RAF (pan RAFi), and IGF-1R served
as positive controls. Specifically, we assessed sensitization to ERKi mediated by each
candidate sensitizer in three cell line models for each tissue type (two KRAS mutant and
one wild-type (WT)) using an eight-point GI50 growth assay. For pancreatic cancer, we
modeled KRAS WT disease, which occurs in <5% of patients and is not well-represented
by established cell lines, using hTERT-immortalized pancreatic ductal epithelial (DT)
cells (163). We note that BxPC3 cells, which are sometimes used as models of KRAS WT
disease, actually harbor a MAPK pathway dependency owing to a recently
characterized, activating deletion in BRAF, and thus were not used in this setting (164,
165). Overall, we pharmacologically validated 44/46 (96%) of the sensitizers examined in
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distinct tissues, in the process finding that while the strength of sensitization varied by
tissue type and drug, each combination was more effective in the KRAS mutant setting
(Figure 16G-I, Supplemental Figure 17b).

3.2.3 Lung and colon tissue specificity of p38α
An obvious advantage of screening many cell line models is the ability to rapidly
credential the tissues where a combination will have the greatest effect. For instance,
knockout of MAPK14 (encoding the p38α MAPK) scored strongly as a MEKi/ERKi
sensitizer in lung and colorectal models, but less so in pancreas models (Figure 17c).
Subsequent validation of this interaction with sgRNAs and a small molecule inhibitor
against p38α confirmed this tissue-specific interaction (Figure 17d-f). Inhibition of p38 as
a monotherapy has not demonstrated significant anti-tumor activity in RAS-mutant
cancer cell lines in vitro (166). Our findings suggest that the combination of a clinical
candidate p38α/β inhibitor (LY2228820) with MEK/ERK inhibition may be an actionable
strategy for KRAS mutant lung and colorectal cancer patients due to its ability to block
compensatory, treatment-induced p38 pathway activation (Figure 17g) and induce
greater than additive levels of apoptosis (Figure 17h).

3.2.4 SRC inhibitors cooperate with MEK/ERK inhibitors in a PIK3CA
mutation-dependent manner
In several instances, we observed genes whose knockout conferred differential
sensitization across cell lines from a single tissue, suggesting the presence of secondary
modifiers of sensitivity and leading us to hypothesize that some of these secondary
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Figure 17: Screen validations and tissue specificity of p38α. A) Quantification
of the Figure panel in Figure 6 D-F clonogenic assays. B) Viability effects of inhibitors
used to test sensitizers for each cell line in Figure 16G-I (see Figure 16 legend for dose
information). C) Relative depletion of MAPK14 (p38α) across all MAPKi screens. D)
GI50 to MEK inhibitors in cells edited for p38α in lung, colon, and pancreas cell lines
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(Colon and Pancreas: AZD6244, Lung: GDC-0623). CRISPRs are top 3 guides for p38α
from our library, sgCTRL is scrambled control B5. E) Immunoblot for knockout of p38α.
Images are cropped for clarity. F) Log2 transformed GI50s to the ERK inhibitor
SCH772984 in the presence of the p38 inhibitor LY2228820 at the indicated constant
background dose in a panel of lung and PDAC lines. G) Immunoblot in A549 lung
cancer cells treated with the ERK inhibitor SCH772984 (2µM), the p38 inhibitor
LY2228820 (3µM), or the combination for the indicated times and probed for the
indicated targets. Images are cropped for clarity. H) Apoptosis measurements reported
as percentage of annexin V positive cells after 48 hours of treatment with the indicated
inhibitors. (p38i, LY2228820; ERKi, SCH772984) *p<0.05, data are n = 3.
modifiers may be mutationally encoded. For example, MDM4 knockout strongly
sensitized lung cancer cells with wild-type (WT) TP53, but not those with mutant TP53,
to MEKi/ERKi, a result that could be phenocopied using a pharmacological MDM2/4
inhibitor (MI-773) and that is consistent with MDM4’s established role as a negative
regulator of p53 activity (Figure 18a). Similarly, we observed that SRC knockout
sensitized the CRC cell lines CRC119, CRC240, and HCT 116 to MEKi/ERKi, but not the
SW620 cell line, differential sensitization that correlated with the presence of canonical
activating PIK3CAH1047R mutations in the former lines, but not in the latter (Figure 19A,
Figure 18b). We confirmed this sensitization in eight-point GI50 assays that revealed that
pharmacological ERK inhibition conferred a highly synergistic, >100-fold sensitization to
SRC inhibition in CRC240 cells (CI < 1.0 by Chou-Talalay method, Figure 19B (167)).
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Figure 18: Understanding secondary modifiers of sensitivity. a) Top: The rank
ordered relative depletion scores (three-score) plotted for all 378 genes in p53 wild-type
and p53 mutant lung cancer cell lines. Bottom: The log2 transformed GI50 values for the
MEKi AZD6244 in the presence of a constant background dose of MI-773 (MDM2/4i,
1µM) in seven lung cell lines. b) Table of all CRC cell lines and their mutational status
for KRAS and PIK3CA. c) GI50 to SRCi (dasatinib) with a constant dose of MEKi
(AZD6244) in the background for CRC240 cells (left). GI50 value for an additional SRCi
(saracatinib) with a constant dose of ERKi (VX-11e) in the background for CRC240 cells
(center). GI50 value to an ERKi (VX-11e) in combination with either vehicle or a constant
background dose of SRCi (dasatinib) in CRC240 transduced with either shGFP or two
independent hairpins targeting SRC (right). An immunoblot indicating shRNAmediated knockdown is shown. Images are cropped for clarity. d) Fold change in GI50
for the SRC inhibitor in the presence of either DMSO or a constant dose of ERKi across a
panel of CRC cell lines with indicated alterations in KRAS and PIK3CA. GI50 Ratio is
calculated as the log10 (SRCi GI50Veh/SRCi GI50ERKi constant background dose). Cell lines are
stratified by their mutational background. To the right, raw GI50 value for overall
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sensitivity to a SRCi in the presence of a constant background dose of ERKi in CRC cell
lines stratified by mutational background (Drug identities and concentrations are the
same as in Figure 3C). e) Immunoblot of P-AKT (T308), T-AKT, P-SRC, T-SRC, P-ERK, TERK in CRC cell lines across different mutational backgrounds treated for 24hrs with
vehicle, one of three SRC inhibitors (dasatinib, bosutinib, saracatinib), a MEK inhibitor
(AZD6244), or the combination of one SRC inhibitor and the MEK inhibitor. f) GI50
value for a SRCi (dasatinib) in three CRC lines in combination with a constant
background dose of ERKi (VX-11e) transduced with either HcRed or myr-AKT. Images
are cropped for clarity. g) Apoptosis measurements reported as percent annexin V+ in
CRC247 with HcRed or myr-AKT overexpression treated with an ERKi (VX-11e), a SRCi
(dasatinib), or the combination of both. h) BH3 profiling of two CRC cell lines treated
with either vehicle or the combination of a SRCi (dasatinib, 0.5µM) and a MEKi
(AZD6244, 1µM). i) Immunoblot of T-BIM in CRC cell lines of different mutational
background treated for 24hrs with vehicle, one of three SRC inhibitors (dasatinib,
bosutinib, saracatinib), a MEK inhibitor (AZD6244), or the combination of one SRC
inhibitor and the MEK inhibitor. Images are cropped for clarity. j) Immunoblot of TBIM, P-BAD(Ser136), and T-BAD in CRC240 cells transduced with either control (X2) or
myristolated-AKT (B2) then treated for 24hrs with vehicle, a SRC inhibitor (dasatinib), a
MEK inhibitor (AZD6244), or the combination of a SRC inhibitor and the MEK inhibitor.
Images are cropped for clarity. k) CRC119 GI50 for a SRCi (dasatinib) in combination
with a constant background dose of ERKi (VX-11e, 1µM) transduced with either shGFP
or two independent hairpins targeting BIM. Immunoblots indicating knockdown shown
at right. l) Immunoblot of T-BIM in a panel of six CRC cell lines. BIM expression is
quantified to the left. Images are cropped from the same immunoblot at the same
exposure level. Error bars show data ± SEM. *p<0.05, data are n = 3.
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Figure 19: Co-inhibition of the MEK/ERK pathway plus SRC induces
synergistic apoptosis in KRAS/PIK3CA double mutant colorectal cancers (CRCs)
through induction of BIM. A) At right, relative depletion of SRC across CRC screens. At
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left, rank ordered relative depletion scores (three-score) plotted for all 378 genes in a
KRAS/PIK3CA double mutant and a KRAS mutant/PIK3CA wild-type cell line. B) GI50
for a SRC inhibitor (dasatinib) in the presence of either vehicle or a constant background
dose of ERK inhibitor (VX-11e) in CRC240 cells. CI values are calculated for each dose
on the curve. C) SRC inhibitor (dasatinib) sensitization score across a panel of CRC cell
lines with indicated alterations in KRAS and PIK3CA. Sensitization score is calculated as
the log10 ratio of the GI50 values for SRCi (dasatinib) relative to the same quantity in the
presence of a constant background dose of 1 µM ERKi (VX-11e). Additive effects center
at zero, antagonistic effects are negative, and sensitization effects are positive. D)
Apoptosis measurements, reported as the percentage of annexin v+/7-AAD- cells in six
CRC cell lines representing various mutational backgrounds treated with vehicle, a SRC
inhibitor (dasatinib, 200nM), an ERK inhibitor (VX-11e, 1µM), or the combination of
both. E) Immunoblots of P-AKT, T-AKT, P-ERK, T-ERK, and a loading control in four
CRC cell lines representing different mutational backgrounds treated with vehicle, a
SRC inhibitor (dasatinib, 1µM), a MEK inhibitor (AZD6244, 0.5µM), or the combination
of both for 6 hrs. Loading control for CRC240 and LoVo is Histone H3 and control for
CRC240 and SW480 is vinculin. Blots are cropped for clarity. F) HCT116 xenografts
treated with vehicle, SRCi (dasatinib 15 mg/kg, daily) or AKTi (MK2206 60 mg/kg,
daily), MEKi (AZD6244 10 mg/kg, twice daily), or the combination of a MEKi with either
SRCi or AKTi for 21 days, shown as tumor size at endpoint (top) or growth curve
(bottom). G) Immunoblot of T-BIM and vinculin in four CRC cell lines representing
different mutational backgrounds treated with vehicle, a SRC inhibitor (dasatinib, 1µM),
a MEK inhibitor (AZD6244, 0.5µM), or the combination of both for 6 hrs. Blots are
cropped for clarity. H) Apoptosis (annexin V+/7-AAD- percentage) following ectopic
overexpression of BIM in the absence of drug in indicated CRC cell lines. I)
Quantification by immunohistochemistry (IHC) for T-BIM in CRC patient samples
stratified into WT/WT or KRAS/PIK3CA mutant groups. To the right are representative
images of each case, also showing H&E staining. Error bars show data ± SEM. *p<0.05.
Given the dramatic synergy and unclear mechanism(s) of action associated with
SRC plus MEK/ERK pathway inhibition, we examined this combination in further detail.
First, we confirmed the on-target MEK/ERK pathway and SRC specificity of the
combination by performing cell proliferation assays using a MEKi (AZD6244), an
additional SRCi (saracatinib), and two independent shRNAs targeting SRC (Figure 18c).
Next, we tested the combination in a panel of 17 cellular models of CRC, 7 of which
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were PDX-derived primary cell lines. In this panel, 8 cell lines with mutations in both
KRAS and PIK3CA (heretofore “double mutant”) exhibited pronounced sensitization in
growth inhibition assays, while cell lines with either mutation alone, or WT for both,
failed to respond (Figure 19C, Figure 18d). Similarly, double mutant cell lines exhibited
greater than additive apoptosis induction following treatment with SRCi plus ERKi,
while single mutant and WT/WT lines failed to respond (Figure 19D). Mechanistically,
SRC inhibition blocked AKT phosphorylation and blunted MEKi-driven AKT feedback
activation, but only in double mutant cells (Figure 19E, Figure 18e). Importantly, AKT
inhibition by SRC inhibitors was required for the activity of the combination therapy, as
ectopic expression of a constitutively active, myristoylated AKT1 (myr-AKT1) blocked
the combination’s activity in growth and apoptosis assays (Figure 18f,g). Further,
combined SRCi plus MEKi therapy in mice bearing double mutant xenograft tumors led
to greater than additive tumor growth inhibition, a result that could be phenocopied
using the combination of a MEKi and an allosteric AKTi (Figure 19F).
To better understand the mechanism of apoptosis induction following MEK/ERK
pathway plus SRC inhibition, we used BH3 profiling, which identified an increase in
overall apoptotic priming in KRAS/PIK3CA mutant cells treated with the drug
combination as evidenced by increased mitochondrial depolarization following
treatment with BIM- or BID-derived peptides (Figure 18h). Given that increased priming
implies a change in the stoichiometry of BH3-only proteins associated with the
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mitochondrial membrane (68, 168), we probed lysates of KRAS mutant/PIK3CA mutant
and KRAS mutant/PIK3CA WT cells for alterations in the levels of BIM. Indeed,
combination treatment at 6 hr and 24 hr increased levels of the pro-apoptotic protein
BIM only in KRAS/PIK3CA double mutant cells, with BIM increases being
predominantly driven by ERK pathway inhibition (Figure 19G, Figure 18i). Further,
SRC/AKT signaling also regulates BAD, which cooperates with BIM upstream through
BCL-2/BCL-XL (Figure 18j). This led us to hypothesize that BIM activation may be
necessary and sufficient for the activity of the combination, a hypothesis we confirmed
experimentally (Figure 19H and Figure 18k). Interestingly, during the course of these
experiments we noticed that ectopic BIM expression only induced marginal apoptosis in
single mutant cell lines despite the established importance of this protein as a key
activator of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway (Figure 19H) (108). Consistent with this
observation, BIM protein was found to be expressed at significantly lower steady state
levels in double mutant cell lines and human patient tumors than in corresponding
tumors having WT KRAS or PIK3CA alleles (Figure 19I, Figure 18l). Collectively, these
results demonstrate that KRAS/PIK3CA double mutant CRCs undergo apoptosis and
tumor growth inhibition following treatment with inhibitors of SRC and the MEK/ERK
pathway. Mechanistically, SRC inhibition appears to function by suppressing AKT
phosphorylation only in double mutant tumors, an event that drives BIM activation
when combined with MEK/ERK inhibition through both direct up-regulation of BIM
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protein levels and through suppression of BAD phosphorylation. Surprisingly, BIM
induction only leads to apoptosis in double mutant tumors, an observation that may be
explained by the fact that tumors lacking double mutations have evolved in the presence
of high steady state BIM protein levels, and therefore are insensitive its death-inducing
effects. Because SRC inhibition leads to AKT inhibition only in double mutant cells, and
because these cells are particularly sensitive to BIM induction, this therapy may have a
substantial therapeutic window that exceeds that of combined, direct MEK and AKT
inhibition, which has failed clinically because of the toxicity associated with systemic
inhibition of these pathways (152).

3.2.5 Leveraging the landscape of sensitivity modifiers to suppress
resistance
As demonstrated above, large scale CRISPR/Cas9 screening can uncover potent
combination therapies; however, it is clear from clinical experience that resistance can
emerge even in the context of combination therapies to which patients initially respond
(169). To better understand the potential for acquired resistance to combination
therapies in KRAS mutant cancers, and to credential the kinetics of resistance
acquisition, we used time-to-progression (TTP) modeling (44). In this assay,
KRAS/PIK3CA double mutation CRC cells developed resistance to single agent ERKi (as
measured by the acquisition of exponential growth kinetics) on the time
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Figure 20: Leveraging the landscape of sensitizers to suppress resistance. A)
Time to progression (TTP) assay in CRC240 cells treated with the ERKi (VX-11e, 1µM) +
SRCi (dasatinib, 1µM) combination. Data are mean ± SEM of three replicates. B) TTP for
several candidate CRC combinations tested in CRC119 cells. MEKi, AZD6244 1µM;
IGFRi, GSK1838705A 1µM; SRCi, dasatinib 0.5µM; ERKi, SCH772984 0.1µM; AKTi,
MK2206 5µM. C) Immunoblots of indicated targets in CRC119 cells treated with DMSO,
MEKi (AZD6244, 1µM), SRCi (dasatinib, 0.5µM), or the combination for 14 days and
probed at the indicated times. Blots are cropped for clarity. D) Pairwise combinations of
sensitizers in CRC119 cells to identify triple combinations (left). Triple combinations
(red) were tested for their ability to shift the GI50 curves to a greater extent than either of
the two body combinations (grey; center). Log2 fold shifts from baseline are shown for
all combinations tested, where negative values indicate leftward shift of the curve as in
the center plot. Data are mean ± SD of three replicate experiments. Drug identities as
above except: RAFi, LY3009120 0.05µM; ERKi 0.05µM; SRCi 1µM. E) CRC119 annexin
V+ cells after 48 hours of treatment with the indicated combinations (MEKi, SRCi, and
AKTi identity same as above). F) TTP assay for a candidate triple combination (MEKi
AZD6244, 0.2µM; SRCi dasatinib, 1µM; AKT MK2206, 10µM). G) HCT116 xenograft
treated with vehicle, MK-2206 (15 mg/kg, daily), dasatinib (15 mg/kg, daily) and
AZD6244 (15 mg/kg, daily), or the triple combination. For average tumor volumes, each
arm only plots the data up to the point at which the first mouse in the group reached the
humane endpoint. To the right, a survival curve showing percent of mice with tumors
less than 4X the starting volume at a given time. To the right of survival curve are the
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mouse weights for the triple combination group over the course of the study. Data are
mean ± SEM. *p>0.05.
scale of three to four weeks, while the combination of SRCi plus ERKi delayed resistance
by an additional two weeks (Figure 20A). To extend these studies, we performed TTP
assays on a panel of additional, combination therapies arising from our screens. These
assays focused specifically on inhibitor combinations targeting growth signaling
pathways, as these agents may have near-term clinical potential. Interestingly, as in the
case of the SRCi + ERKi combination, we observed delayed resistance emergence for
each assayed combination therapy (Figure 20B). This observation implies that resistance
to two drug combination therapies, while delayed relative to monotherapies, is likely to
eventually arise, thereby placing an emphasis on defining strategies to more durably
block resistance.
Feedback and bypass signaling mechanisms have been well documented to limit
the activity of MEK/ERK pathway targeted monotherapies in KRAS mutant cancers (75),
and it is reasonable to hypothesize that similar mechanisms may also limit the activity of
combination therapies, as has been demonstrated when combined BRAFi and MEKi
therapies are used in BRAF mutant melanomas (170). Indeed, in KRAS/PIK3CA double
mutant CRC cells treated for two weeks with SRCi plus MEKi, we observed rebound of
both ERK and AKT phosphorylation (Figure 20C). Reasoning that multiple mechanisms
of feedback and bypass signaling may exist, and that these mechanisms are likely to be
driven by the sensitizer hits identified in our
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Figure 21: Synergistic triple combinations in lung cancer. a) Similar to Figure
20D but in the KRAS mutant lung cancer line Calu6, novel sensitizer is ERK5 (drug
identities and concentrations same as Figure 20D except ERK5i; XMD8-92, 5µM). b)
Same as Figure 20E but in Calu6 cells with the indicated inhibitors (drug identities same
as Figure 20D). c) TTP assay for candidate triple combination in Calu6 cells (RAFi,
0.05µM; ERKi 0.05µM; MEKi 0.2µM; drug identities are the same as Figure 20D). *p<0.05,
data are n=3.
primary screens, we hypothesized that these hits may be enriched for drug targets that
can be combined to yield triple drug therapies that cause greater than additive cell death
at low doses and delay TTP in vitro. Indeed, effective triple drug therapies have been
previously described, but efficiently navigating the space of potential three drug
combinations to identify those capable of suppressing resistance is technically
challenging (171). To test this concept, we assembled panels of drugs targeting
sensitizers that cooperate with MEKi in KRAS mutant colorectal and lung cancers (AKT,
IGFR, RAF, ERK, SRC, MAPK7, and ERK5). First, we performed GI50 assays to quantify
the degree to which each individual sensitizer, and all combinations of two sensitizers,
potentiated the activity of MEKi. In most cases, combinations of two sensitizers
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potentiated the activity of MEKi more than either drug alone (Figure 20D and Figure
21a), a result that translated to greater than additive apoptosis induction using low dose
triple combinations (Figure 20E and Figure 21b). Importantly, low dose triple drug
combinations also suppressed the emergence of resistance over time in multiple TTP
models (Figure 20F and Figure 21c). Additionally, low, tolerable doses of this triple
combination could suppress resistance in vivo for a short period, however, the tumors
ultimately rebounded on treatment (Figure 20G). Collectively, these data suggest that
the landscape of MEKi and ERKi sensitizers identified by CRISPR/Cas9 screening
identifies multiple, parallel mechanisms of resistance, and that by targeting these
mechanisms in combination, it is possible to derive higher order drug combinations that
suppress resistance in vitro. However, the eventual outgrowth of resistance to these
triple combinations in vivo suggests that alternative approaches to delay resistance will
be needed.

3.2.6 Suppressing resistance by exploiting drug-induced apoptotic
priming
Although targeting signaling feedback-based resistance is a potentially viable
approach to suppress resistance, an alternative approach is to take advantage of
underlying properties shared by drug combinations. In agreement with our SRCi plus
MEKi/ERKi findings, recent work has demonstrated that targeted therapies can tilt the
balance of pro- versus anti-apoptotic signals in the mitochondria, “priming” cells for
death (Figure 18h) (168). Indeed, BH3 profiling revealed that each pair of a
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Figure 22: Leveraging the priming ability of two-body combinations to design
triple combination therapies involving cytotoxic chemotherapies. A) BH3 profiling in
the KRAS mutant CRC cell line HCT116 treated with the indicated combinations (MEKi
AZD6244, 1µM; RAFi LY3009120, 0.5µM; IGFRi GSK1838705A, 3µM; SRCi dasatinib,
0.5µM; ERKi SCH772984, 0.25µM; AKTi MK2206, 5µM). B) Immunoblot of indicated
proteins in CRC119 CRC cell line treated with the indicated combinations (Drug
identities same as above with following doses: MEKi 1µM; RAFi 0.2µM; IGFRi 1µM;
SRCi 0.5µM; ERKi 0.1; AKTi 5µM). Blots are cropped for clarity. C) Log2 transformed
GI50 values for three separate cytotoxic chemotherapeutic drugs treated with either
vehicle or a). constant background dose of an ERKi (VX-11e), a SRCi (dasatinib), or the
combination of both. D) Apoptosis measurements reported as percent annexin V+ cells
treated with the indicated drugs for 48hrs in CRC240 cells. SRCi (dasatinib 100nM),
ERKi (VX-11e 500nM), 5-FU (5µM), irinotecan (5µM), oxaliplatin (5µM). E) TTP in
CRC119 cells treated with the indicated drugs. SRCi (dasatinib), MEKi (AZD6244). F)
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HCT116 xenograft treated with vehicle, Oxaliplatin (7.5 mg/kg once every 4 days),
dasatinib (15 mg/kg, daily) and AZD6244 (10 mg/kg, twice daily), or the triple
combination. To the right, a survival curve showing percent of mice with tumors less
than 4X the starting volume at a given time. To the right of survival curves, mouse
weights for the triple combination group over the course of the study. Error bars show
data ± SEM. *p<0.05.
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Figure 23: Two-body combinations prime KRAS mutant lung cancer, and twobody combinations do not prime WT CRC. a) BH3 profiling in the KRAS mutant lung
cell line Calu6 treated with the indicated combinations (MEKi 1µM; RAFi 0.5µM; IGFRi
3µM; ERK5i, XMD8-92 5µM; ERKi 0.25; AKTi 5µM; drug identities are the same as
Figure 22A). (below) Immunoblot of indicated proteins in the KRAS mutant lung cell
line Calu6 treated with the indicated combinations (MEKi 0.2µM; RAFi 0.1µM; IGFRi
1µM; ERK5i 5µM; ERKi 0.1µM; AKTi 5µM. Images are cropped for clarity. b) BH3
profiling in the KRAS wild-type CRC cell line Colo-320 treated with the indicated
combinations (drugs and doses are same as in Figure 22A). (below) Immunoblot of
indicated proteins in the KRAS wild-type CRC cell line Colo-320 treated with the
indicated combinations (drugs and doses are same as in Figure 22B). Images are cropped
for clarity. Data are n=3.
selection of the most potent combination therapies targeting growth signaling pathways
also forced KRAS mutant cells into a more primed state (Figure 22A, Figure 23a) likely
through the induction of BIM at the protein level, as only modest changes were
observed in other candidate BCL-2 family proteins (Figure 22B, Figure 23a). Druginduced priming was not observed in KRAS WT cells (Figure 22b). Given recent
evidence that cancer cells in a primed state are more sensitive to treatment with
cytotoxic chemotherapies (109), we reasoned that combination therapies may sensitize
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tumors to standard of care chemotherapy. Indeed, treatment of KRAS/PIK3CA double
mutant colorectal cancer cells with ERKi plus SRCi sensitized these cells to 5-fluorouracil
(5-FU), irinotecan, and oxaliplatin, the cytotoxic agents used in the standard-of-care
regimens FOLFOX, FOLFIRI, and FOLFIRINOX, by over tenfold in GI50 assays (172).
Further, treatment with low doses of ERKi, SRCi, and cytotoxics caused greater than
additive apoptosis induction, delayed TTP in vitro, and suppressed the growth of a
xenograft tumor model in vivo (Figures 22D-F).
Along with increasing overall apoptotic priming, BH3 profiling of cells treated
with various combinations also revealed that drug treatment induced a newfound
dependence on the anti-apoptotic protein BCL-XL, as indicated by an increased
sensitivity to the BCL-XL-neutralizing HRK peptide (Figure 24A). Indeed, across
combination therapies spanning KRAS mutant colorectal, lung, pancreas, and ovarian
models, inhibition of BCL-XL (but not the related anti-apoptotic protein BCL-2) conferred
greater than additive growth inhibition and apoptosis induction, suggesting that BCL-XL
inhibitors may be a common method to increase the therapeutic window for drug
combinations targeting KRAS effector and feedback pathways (Figure 24B-C, Figure
25a). Interestingly, we note that the combination of BCL-XL and MEK inhibitors was
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Figure 24: Targeting the unmasked BCL-XL dependency to design triple
combination therapies. A) BH3 profiling in KRAS mutant CRC (HCT116) and lung
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cancer (Calu6) cell lines treated with indicated combinations (Drug doses and identities
are the same as in Figure 22A with the addition of ERK5i XMD8-92, 5µM). B) Log2
transformed GI50 values for MEKi (AZD6244) in the presence of background treatment
containing one of the sensitizers indicated (RAFi LY3009120 0.1µM; AKTi MK2206, 5µM;
ERKi SCH772984, 0.05µM; SRCi dasatinib, 0.5µM; or IGFRi GSK1838705A, 1µM) and
either a BCL-XL inhibitor (WEHI-539, 1µM) or a BCL2 inhibitor (ABT-199, 1µM) in two
CRC cell lines. C) Apoptosis measurements reported as percent annexin V+ in CRC119
cells treated with the indicated combinations. Each graph represents a different
sensitizer in combination with a BCL-XL inhibitor and a MEK inhibitor (Drug identities
same as in B). D) TTP assay in CRC240 cells treated with the indicated combinations
(BCL-XLi WEHI-539, 1µM; SRCi dasatinib, 1µM; ERKi VX-11e, 1µM). E) HCT116
xenograft treated with the indicated drugs. ABT-737 (BCL-2/BCL-XLi, 25 mg/kg, daily),
Dasatinib (SRCi, 15 mg/kg, daily), AZD6244 (MEKi, 10 mg/kg, twice daily). To the right,
a survival curve showing percent of mice with tumors less than 4X the starting volume
at a given time. To the right of survival curves, mouse weights for the triple combination
group over the course of the study. F) Immunoblot of total BIM in CRC240 cells treated
with an ERKi (VX-11e, 1µM) and a SRCi (dasatinib, 1µM) for 24hrs. Drugs were
removed, then lysates were probed at the indicated time points. Blots are cropped for
clarity. G) GI60 value for a BCL-XL inhibitor (WEHI-539) in CRC240 cells. Each of the
bars on the graph represents the time at which the BCL-XL inhibitor was added to the
cells after background dose of ERKi+SRCi (drug identities as above) was removed. The
DMSO bar is the average of the DMSO values for each of the time points (0h, 6h, 12h,
24h, 48h, 72h). H) Apoptosis measurements are reported as percent annexin V+ cells in
CRC240 cells treated with each of the indicated drugs for each of the indicated times.
BCL-XLi (WEHI-539, 1µM), ERKi (VX-11e, 500nM), SRCi (dasatinib, 100nM). Error bars
show data ± SEM. *p<0.05.
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Figure 25: Targeting BCL-XL in KRAS mutant lung, pancreatic, and ovarian
cancers and addressing concerns of toxicity. a) Log2 transformed GI50 values for a
MEKi (AZD6244) in combination with a constant background dose of one of the
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sensitizers indicated as well as a constant background dose of either a BCL-XL inhibitor
(WEHI-539, 1µM) or a BCL2 inhibitor (ABT-199, 1µM). PDAC doses: RAFi LY3009120,
0.2µM, EGFRi Gefitinib, 3µM, ERKi SCH772984 0.1µM. Lung doses: RAFi 0.2µM, ERKi
0.1µM, ERK5i XMD8-92 5µM, IGF1Ri GSK1838705A 1µM, AKTi MK2206 5µM (RAFi and
ERKi same as PDAC). Ovarian doses: RAFi 0.2µM, ERKi 0.1µM, AKTi 2µM, CDK4/6i
Palbociclib 1µM (all other drug identities are same as PDAC and Lung). b-f) TTP assay
for cell lines treated with the indicated combinations. Data are means ± SD of 2 replicate
experiments. b) CRC119 cells treated with the indicated combinations. c) HCT116 cells
treated with MEKi 0.2µM, RAFi 0.1µM, and BCL-XLi 2µM. d) CRC119 cells treated with
MEKi 0.5µM, IGFRi 2µM, and BCL-XLi 2µM. e) Calu6 cells treated with MEKi 0.5µM,
ERK5i 5µM, and BCL-XLi 2µM. f) HPAFII cells treated with MEKi 0.2µM, EGFRi 3µM,
and BCL-XLi 2µM (drug identities for b-f same as in panel a). g) Log2 transformed GI50
values for a BCL-XL inhibitor (WEHI-539) in platelets freshly isolated from two human
donors and in two early passage patient-derived CRC cell lines treated with a constant
background dose of each of the indicated drugs. MEKi (500nM), IGFRi (1µM), SRCi
(dasatinib, 200nM), RAFi (100nM), ERKi (100nM), AKTi (5µM). Drug identities same as
in panel a. Error bars show data ± SEM. *p<0.05, data are n=3.
previously proposed as a strategy to treat KRAS driven cancers (146). However, we
found that this combination yielded more modest apoptosis induction than
corresponding triple therapies, and further, that cells were able to rapidly develop
resistance to this treatment, even when administered at high doses (Figures 24C-D and
Figure 25b), a feature which may partially explain the heterogeneous clinical responses
observed in patients treated with this combination (152). In contrast, when administered
as part of a triple combination that maximally induces BIM expression, this approach
blocked acquired resistance in the TTP assay performed using multiple cellular models
(Figure 24D, Figures 25c-f). The candidate MEKi, SRCi, BCL-XLi triple combination was
also well tolerated and efficacious in a KRAS/PIK3CA mutant CRC xenograft model in
vivo (Figure 24E).
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A potential clinical limitation of BCL-XLi is the fact that these inhibitors can cause
on-target, reversible thrombocytopenia (173). To determine whether drug combinations
that potentiate the activity of BCL-XLi in KRAS mutant tumors also exacerbate
thrombocytopenia, we isolated platelets from fresh blood obtained from two healthy
human donors, then treated them with BCL-XLi in the presence or absence of MEKibased combination therapies. Importantly, these assays revealed that short-term
treatment with combination therapies failed to influence the sensitivity of platelets to
BCL-XLi (Figure 25g). Further, the reversible nature of toxicities associated with these
agents also suggests that serial or intermittent dosing regimens may be advantageous.
Given the fact that BIM induction sensitizes cells to BCL-XLi, we measured BIM protein
levels over time following treatment with MEKi/ERKi-based combinations. After
ERKi+SRCi removal, BIM levels in KRAS mutant cells remain elevated for at least 48 h
(Figure 24F), suggesting that there could be an opportunity to temporally separate BIMinducing combination treatment from BCL-XL inhibition. Consistent with this
hypothesis, cells remained highly sensitive to BCL-XLi treatment for up to 48 h after the
removal of ERKi+SRCi (Figure 24G-H). Collectively, the findings described in Figures
22-24 demonstrate that MEKi/ERKi-based combination therapies sensitize cells to
apoptosis, unmasking a dependency on the pro-survival BCL-2 family protein BCL-XL.
Because of these properties, combination therapies sensitize KRAS mutant tumors to
both cytotoxic chemotherapies and BCL-XLi. Finally, owing to the temporal nature of
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BIM induction following treatment with combination therapies, it may be possible to
schedule triple therapies by first administering a combination that drives BIM induction,
then sequentially administering an agent such as a BCL-XLi that exploits that induction
to drive apoptosis, an approach that may reduce systemic toxicities while retaining antitumor efficacy.

3.3 Discussion
CRISPR/Cas9-based loss-of-function screening has recently been shown to be a
powerful approach in functional genomics owing to its ability to generate complete
genetic loss-of-function mutations with minimal off-target effects relative to RNAi (78).
Here, we applied this technology to design a strategy for drug sensitizer screening with
low false positive hit rates, as evidenced by the fact that nearly all of the hits identified
in our screens could be validated using small molecule inhibitors of their encoded
proteins. Coupling CRISPR’s high reagent fidelity with careful selection of a
miniaturized, sub-genomic library, our pan-cell line analysis revealed the first working
landscape of drug targets and pathways that sensitize KRAS mutant tumors to MEK,
ERK, or PI3K inhibition. This analysis revealed both universal and tissue specific
sensitizers that corroborate the known sensitizer literature while also uncovering
numerous previously unknown sensitizer interactions targeting diverse cellular
processes. Indeed, the literature to date has implicated combinations that largely target
MAPK pathway feedback re-activation and RTK-induced PI3K pathway activation. Our
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screens revealed the unanticipated finding that diverse cellular processes can alter the
sensitivity of KRAS mutant tumors to MEK/ERK pathway inhibition (Figure 16C), often
in a manner that appears to be KRAS mutation-specific (Figure 16G-I). These findings
warrant future studies to more deeply credential the mechanistic basis for, and
translational potential of, these combination therapies, as well as to characterize the
degree to which these combinations exhibit selectivity for KRAS mutant tumors relative
to tissues with wild-type KRAS. Additionally, the breadth of these screens allowed for
the identification of sensitizers with activity only in tissue- or mutationally-defined
subsets of KRAS mutant tumors. Thus, this strategy may be well suited for mapping
similar sensitivity landscapes in other tumor types.
We identified PIK3CA mutations as secondary modifiers of sensitivity to
combined SRCi plus MEKi/ERKi therapy in KRAS mutant CRC. Interestingly, this
combination’s selectivity for KRAS/PIK3CA double mutant tumors, which represent ~1011% of all CRCs (174), owes to two features: (1) SRC inhibits AKT phosphorylation,
leading to BIM induction, only in double mutant tumors; and (2) double mutant tumors
have significantly lower levels of BIM at steady state, and are therefore highly sensitive
to BIM-induced apoptosis, a finding that is corroborated in cellular models, animal
models, and primary human tumors. Previous studies have shown that high levels of
pretreatment BIM can predict the apoptotic response of oncogene-addicted cancers to
their cognate kinase inhibitors (175). Our data provide a contrasting case wherein
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double mutant CRC tumors maintain low levels of BIM and are therefore highly
sensitive to its induction, whereas WT cells, which have presumably adapted to the
presence of higher steady-state BIM levels, are insensitive to further increases.
Importantly, these distinctions provide a therapeutic window, as combined SRC plus
MEK/ERK inhibition leads to tumor growth inhibition in vivo. Several open questions
remain, including the mechanisms by which SRC regulates AKT phosphorylation in
PIK3CA mutant, but not WT, tumors, and how SRC/AKT inhibition cooperates with
ERK pathway inhibition to induce BIM in this setting. Nevertheless, this strategy may be
particularly promising clinically, as dual MEK/AKT inhibition, while promising in
model systems, has failed clinically owing to toxicities caused by direct pathway
inhibition in patients (46). Our data suggests that selective SRC inhibitors may make it
possible to inhibit the AKT arm of this pathway selectively in tumors, thereby reducing
systemic toxicity. However, one limitation of this work is that dasatinib, the compound
used to inhibit SRC in most of our assays, is a notoriously promiscuous compound with
many potential targets (176). Although SRC was validated as a target in our assays using
multiple genetic and pharmacological methods, we cannot rule out the possibility that
some of the effects of dasatinib inhibition may owe to the inhibition of other
complementary targets. Nonetheless, because drugs targeting SRC and MEK/ERK are
clinically approved, the potential utility of SRC plus MEK/ERK inhibition is
straightforward to test clinically.
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Finally, and surprisingly, we found that it was possible to rapidly acquire
resistance to a selection of the most potent combination therapies uncovered in our
screens, in particular those combinations targeting growth signaling pathways (Figure
20B). Indeed, in separate follow-up experiments, we found this problem of resistance to
combinations to be pervasive. TTPs for 22 combinations identified by our screens show
that resistance develops quickly to the majority of combinations with only 5/22
suppressing the emergence of resistant populations over the tissue culture period
(Figure 26A). Furthermore, short-term sensitization assays were poor at predicting longterm response as several of the combinations we tested over-performed the underlying
assumption that weak upfront sensitization leads to poor performance in the long term
setting (Figure 26B). Still, of those “over-performing” combinations, only 5 were
regressing by the final time point (Figure 26C). These findings underscore the
remarkable adaptability of tumor cells to combinatorial treatment and suggest that longterm phenotypes should be tested when evaluating possible treatment strategies.
Nevertheless, by taking advantage of common features of the sensitizer
landscape, we identified several strategies to potentially combat resistance. Specifically,
by targeting feedback reactivation or drug-induced apoptotic priming – shared features
of many of the combination therapies identified here - it is possible to derive triple drug
therapies that suppress resistance evolution, using drug doses at which we observed no
evidence of substantial toxicities in in vivo mouse models. To further address potential
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toxicity issues associated with these strategies, we suggest that it may be possible to
schedule apoptosis targeting treatments in series by taking advantage of a treatmentinduced therapeutic window, a finding that is the focus of ongoing studies.
Additionally, it will be critical to determine through future studies whether the
emergence of resistance can be more effectively delayed using combination therapies
targeting alternative cellular processes such as metabolism, chromatin state, and
transcription. Together, the findings described here reveal a rich and biologically diverse
landscape of cooperating drug therapies with activity in KRAS mutant cancers,
providing a starting point for the design of next-generation treatment strategies.
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Resistance develops quickly

Suppression of resistance: only 5/22
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Regressing at last time point
Growing at last time point

Figure 26: Resistance develops quickly to the majority of combinations and
short-term inhibition is not necessarily a good predictor of long-term response. A)
TTP assay in CRC119 cells cultured in the presence of single drugs (grey) or in
combination with small molecules targeting sensitizers (red) from Figure 16B.
Combinations were tested for their ability to delay TTP relative to trametinib alone
(black). B) Relationship between TTP and GI50 shift (relative to trametinib alone) in
short-term viability assays. Linear fit is built from negative control (trametinib alone)
and positive control (FGFRi+ trametinib) (150). C) TTP results of over-performing
combinations binned by their response at the final time point.
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3.4 Methods
Methods associated with Chapter 3 “CRISPR sensitizer screening: Identifying
combination strateiges in RAS-mutant solid cancers”.
Cell lines and reagents
All cell lines were grown at 37°C in 5% CO2. Colon cell lines were grown in RPMI 10%
FBS 1% penicillin / streptomycin, pancreas lines were grown in DMEM / F12 10% FBS
1% penicillin / streptomycin, Lung lines were grown in RPMI 10% FBS 1% penicillin /
streptomycin, Ovarian were grown in MEM 10% FBS 1% penicillin / streptomycin.
CRC240 and CRC119 were generated by David Hsu (Duke University). All other cell
lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) or Duke
University Cell Culture Facility (CCF). All cell lines were authenticated using Promega
PowerPlex 18D kit or were purchased within 6 months from Duke CCF. Drugs were
purchased from Selleck Chemicals, ChemieTek, MedChemExpress, Ontario Chemicals,
Sigma-Aldrich, or APExBIO.
Cloning CRISPR drug-sensitivity library
Our sub-genomic CRISPR library was cloned following previous methods (60) using
previously characterized sgRNAs (155). Five unique sgRNA inserts along with 50 nontargeting controls were synthesized by Custom Array of the form:
GGAAAGGACGAAACACCGXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXGTTTTAGAGCTAGAA
ATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGC
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”X” denotes unique 20mer sgRNA sequence
The oligo pool was diluted 1:10 in water and amplified using NEB Phusion Hotstart Flex
enzyme master mix and the following primers:
ArrayF:TAACTTGAAAGTATTTCGATTTCTTGGCTTTATATATCTTGTGGAAAGGACGA
AACACCG
ArrayR:ACTTTTTCAAGTTGATAACGGACTAGCCTTATTTTAACTTGCTATTTCTAGCT
CTAAAAC
PCR Protocol: 98°C/30s, 18x[98°C/10s, 63°C/10s, 72°C/15s], 72°C/3min
Inserts were cleaned with Axygen PCR clean-up beads (1.8x; Fisher Scientific) and
resuspended in molecular biology grade water. lentiCRISPRv2 (Addgene ID# 52961)
was digested with BsmBI (Thermo Fisher) for 2 hours at 37°C. The large ~ 13kB band
was gel extracted after size-selection on a 1% agarose gel. Using 100ng of cut
lentiCRISPRv2 and 40ng of sgRNA library inserts, a 20µL Gibson assembly reaction was
performed (30min, 50°C). After Gibson assembly, 1µL of the reaction was transformed
into electrocompetent Lucigen cells and spread on LB-ampicillin plates and incubated
overnight. After counting dilution plates to ensure library coverage, colonies were
scraped and combined for plasmid extraction using a Plasmid Maxiprep kit (Qiagen).
Lentivirus production, viral tittering and transduction
Letiviral production was performed as previously described with slight modification
(67). HEK 293T cells were grown in 15cm to ~50% confluence. For each plate,
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transfection was performed using Fugene6 (Promega), 5.6ug of psPAX2, 0.625ug pVSVg,
6.25ug of library plasmid. After 30min of incubation at room temperature, the mixture
was added to the cells and incubated overnight. The next day harvest media was added
(DMEM 30% FBS). After 48 hours harvested virus was passed through a 0.45 µm filter.
Viral titers and transductions were performed as previously described (67).
Pooled screening using CRISPR drug sensitizer library
The desired cell line was seeded at 500,000 cells per well in 6-well plates and the next
day transduced at an MOI of 0.2. After puromycin selection, a day two sample is taken
to check library representation. Transduced cells were then maintained at 1000x
coverage of the library in puro for 10 days to allow for the generation of knockout cells.
After 10 days in puromycin, cells were split into vehicle and drug treatment conditions
and maintained at 1000x library coverage, in a low dose of drug (~25% growth
inhibition). After 3-4 weeks, DNA was extracted (DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit, Qiagen)
and prepared for sequencing as previously described (60). To determine essentiality
phenotypes, the fractional representation (FR) for a given guide in the t=final condition
is compared to its FR in the t=initial condition giving the depletion metric (DM) for each
guide. The 5 construct DMs per gene are then collapsed to gene level scores
corresponding to their means and medians for all 5 guides, three score (best performing
3 guides), GARP score (best two performing guides) (159), and second best performing
guide. The genes are then rank ordered by each metric and the sum of the ranks by each
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metric gives the cumulative score and determines the overall rank ordered list. The same
analysis is carried out for the sensitizer phenotypes except the final time point is
compared for both conditions, FR in the drug treated sample normalized to its FR in the
vehicle treated sample. Thus, for a gene to score as a hit, it must be depleted specifically
in the drug-treated condition.
Short-term growth-inhibition assay (GI50)
Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at 5,000 cells/well. To generate GI50 curves, cells
were treated with vehicle (DMSO) or an eight-log serial dilution of drug. Each treatment
condition was represented by at least three replicates. Three days after drug addition,
cell viability was measured using Cell Titer Glo® (Promega). Relative viability was then
calculated by normalizing luminescence values for each treatment condition to control
treated wells. To generate GI50 curves for drug combinations, slight modifications are
made. Primary drug was applied and diluted as above while the second drug was kept
at a constant concentration across all wells except the DMSO-only condition. Viability
for all primary drug dilutions was then calculated relative to luminescence values from
the secondary drug-only condition. We plot the viability versus concentration curve for
drug A (normalized appropriately to the viability of cells treated with DMSO in media
control). Next, we plot the viability versus concentration curve for drug A in the
presence of a fixed dose of drug B (this time normalizing to the viability of cells treated
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with drug B alone). Sensitization of cells to drug A by drug B is evidenced by a leftward
shift in the curve. Dose-response curves were fit using Graph pad/ Prism 6 software.
Western blotting and antibodies
Immunoblotting was performed as previously described (132) and membranes were
probed with primary antibodies (1:1,000 dilution) recognizing vinculin (CST#4650), H3
(CST#4499), BIM (CST#2933), p-AKT (S473,T308) (CST#4058, CST#13038), AKT
(CST#4691), p-ERK (CST#9101), T-ERK (CST#4695), p-SRC (Tyr416) (CST#6943), T-SRC
(CST#2123), Na, K-ATPase (CST#3010), T-BID (CST#2002), T-BAX (CST#5023), T-BCL-XL
(CST#2764), T-MCL-1 (5453), B-Actin (CST#4970), T-p38 (CST#9212), p-p38 (CST#9211),
T-p38α (CST#9218), p-HSP27 (Ser82) (CST#2401), T-HSP27 (CST#95357).
Quantification of apoptosis by annexin-V
Cells were seeded in six-well plates and treated the next day with either the indicated
amount of drug, vehicle (DMSO), or combination. Cells were incubated for two days,
washed twice with ice-cold PBS, and resuspended in 1X annexin V binding buffer
(10mM HEPES, 140mM NaCl, 2.5mM CaCl2; BD Biosciences). Surface exposure of
phosphatidylserine was measured using APC-conjugated annexin V (BD Biosciences).
7-AAD (BD Biosciences) was used as a viability probe. Experiments were analyzed at
20,000 counts/sample using BD FACSVantage SE. Gatings were defined using
untreated/unstained cells as appropriate.
shRNA and ORF constructs
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TRC shRNA clones were obtained from the Duke RNAi Facility as glycerol stocks.
Constructs were prepared in lentiviral form and used to infect target cells as previously
described. X2 (HcRed) and myr-AKT1 sequence information can be found in Martz et al.
(2014). BCL2L11 (Bim) ORF was obtained from transomic technologies (clone ID#
TOLH-1508630).
•

shSRC (1)

TRCN0000038150

GACAGACCTGTCCTTCAAGAA

•

shSRC (2)

TRCN0000195339

CATCCTCAGGAACCAACAATT

•

shBIM (1)

TRCN0000001051

ATGGTTATCTTACGACTGTTA

•

shBIM (2)

TRCN0000001052

GTCTCGATCCTCCAGTGGGTA

Clonogenic growth assay
Cells were seeded at 2,000 cells per well. The next day cells were drugged at the
indicated doses. Seven to ten days following drug addition, plates were rinsed with PBS
and fixed and stained with 0.5% (wt/vol) crystal violet in 6.0% (vol/vol) gluteraldehyde
solution (ThermoFisher Scientifics) for 30 min at room temperature. Plates were rinsed
in distilled H2O and photographed the following day.
BH3 profiling
BH3 profiling was performed as previously described(127). Briefly, cells are
resuspended in sample buffer containing JC-1 (a mitochondrial dye) and plated into a
384-well plate containing individual peptides of the BCL-2 family of proteins.
Fluorescence is measured over time in order to capture the percentage of depolarization
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caused by each peptide. Slight modifications are made for drug incubations; cells are
treated with drug for 16 hours prior to BH3 profiling as previously described(68, 168).
Platelet isolation and growth inhibition studies
Approximately 50 milliliters of fresh, whole blood was obtained from Texas Gulf Coast
Medical. Five milliliters of a sodium citrate solution (3.8% w/vol in sterile water) was
added to the blood and the sample was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1,000 RPM. The
platelet rich plasma (the top layer) was transferred to a new tube, centrifuged an
additional 10 minutes at 1,000 RPM and the resulting plasma was transferred to a new
50 mL tube. The sample was analyzed for red or white blood cell contamination under a
microscope, and if pure was diluted with 3 volumes (relative to the final plasma
volume) of RPMI 1640 media containing 10% FBS and 1% Pen. Strep. Platelets were then
seeded in equal parts into 96-well plates. Drug was added 30 minutes later and after 24
hours of drug incubation, platelet viability was measure by Cell Titer Glo® (Promega).
Xenograft tumor studies
Animal studies were approved by the Duke University Medical Center Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. HCT116 cells (approximately 1x107 in PBS) were
injected subcutaneously into 6-8 week old female athymic NOD/SCID gamma mice or
nude mice (AKT triple). Once tumors reached ~100 mm3, mice were randomly assigned
to treatment groups with 1) ABT737 Triple: dasatinib (15 mg/kg/day by oral gavage);
AZD6244 (10 mg/kg twice daily by oral gavage); ABT737 (25 mg/kg/day by IP injection);
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the dual combination of dasatinib + AZD6244; or the triple combination of drugs. 2)
MK2206 Triple: MK-2206 (15 mg/kg/day by oral gavage); the dual combination of
AZD6244 (15 mg/kg/day by oral gavage) + dasatinib (15 mg/kg/day by oral gavage); or
the triple combination of drugs. 3) Oxaliplatin Triple: Oxaliplatin (7.5 mg/kg every 4
days by IP injection); or the triple combination of AZD6244, dasatinib, and Oxaliplatin.
Tumors were measured every other day with calipers and tumor volume was calculated
using the formula length/2xwidth^2. Mice were housed under standard conditions and
monitored daily for symptoms of morbidity, including weight loss, hunched posture
and other humane endpoints.
Mutational analysis of PIK3CA
E542, E545, and H1047 sites were analyzed as previously described (177).
Mutational analysis of KRAS
G12, G13, Q61 sites were analyzed as previously described (178).
In vitro TTP assay
Cells were seeded at 300,000 per plate in 10cm dishes in duplicate or triplicate. The next
day, drugs were added at indicated concentrations. One week later, plates were counted
and 200,000 cells were re-plated with drug. This process was carried out until
exponential growth rates were observed. Virtual cell counts were calculated based upon
the number plated, the growth rate, and the counts each week.
Patient Samples
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Colorectal patient samples (paraffin embedded slices) were obtained from UNC-CH
(Autumn McRee) and were then sent to the Duke Pathology Research Immunohistology
Lab for T-BIM staining. Samples were then sent to a pathologist (Shannon McCall) to be
scored for T-BIM staining. Scoring was performed blinded to the mutational status of
the samples.
Statistical analysis
Unless otherwise specified, student’s t tests, or for grouped analyses, one-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-hoc test, were performed and p values < 0.05 were considered
significant. Results are presented as means ±SEM.
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4. Collateral effect profiles in oncogene-driven cancers:
Targeting the resistant state
The work described in this chapter was performed as part of a collaborative project jointly led by
Peter Winter and Grace Anderson. Specifically, Grace Anderson (with help from Katie Singleton)
collected and developed our resistant models and ran GI50 assays on paired resistant and
parental derivatives. Peter Winter then organized and analyzed the drug screening data with
additional paired downstream analysis; he also carried out the drug screen that nominated MCB613 and provided initial validation of the compound. Peter Winter and Grace Anderson jointly
conducted all remaining studies.
As stated in section 1.1.1, lessons learned while treating childhood leukeamias as
well as principles from the infectious disaese community (91) taught physicians and
researchers alike the importance of drug cocktails for combating a higly evolveable
disease. We and others have shown that functional genomic approaches allow rapid
identification of possible combinations and futher characterization of these strategies can
lead to rational, higher-order combinations that may have an increased likelihood of
combating the emergance of resistance (138). However, these approaches have imprtant
caveats to keep in mind. Treatment associated toxicities will continue to be a concern for
combitinations of targeted therapies due, in part, to overlapping toxicites (152);
however, arguably the most substantial barrier to curative therapy stems from tumor
heterogeneity. Indeed, although combination therapy can enhance upfront treatment
(169), mutations conferring acquired resistance are routinely observed in relapsed
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patients (171), and biopsies show evidence of multiple resistance mechanisms occuring
within the same patient (90). Further, single cell studies are beginning to charcterize this
problem as not only mutational but also owing to rare transciriptional
heterogeineity(179).
Applying the same personalized medicine approach to resistance—where one
genotype begets one treatment—quickly becomes problematic when considering the
number of possible resistance genotypes across diseases (34, 67, 171, 180). In the classic
model, each mechanism is thought to lead to alternative pathways and drive survival
parallel to one another. Thus, tumors may need interative treatment or higher-order
upfront combinations to account for distinct mechanisms of resistance (Figure 27A).
Alternatively, the resistant state itself could be theoretically targetable if resistanceassociated heterogeneity converges on a common node—either a similar signaling axis
or a shared cellualr state. If this model holds, combinations could be designed to
effectively account for resistance with fewer inhibitors (Figure 27B). These
phenotypes—termed collateral sensitivity and resistance (181)—have been characterized
in the bacterial and fungal resistance community, but whether they exist in the setting of
targeted therapy resistance in cancer and can they be leveraged to combat multi-focal
resistance are outstanding questions.
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Figure 27: Combating multifocal resistance. A) Multiple resistance mechanisms
occurring in a single tumor lead to non-overlapping alternative pathway activation and
would necessitate combinations aimed at addressing each distinct mechanism.
Conversely, B) outlines an alternative scenario where different mechanisms lead to
common dependencies—either a common signaling axis or shared cellular state—that
are targetable. In this setting it may be possible to account for multiple resistance
mechanisms with a single target.

4.1 Introduction
Targeted therapies often yield dramatic antitumor responses when applied to the
appropriate genotypically-defined patient subgroup; however, resistance eventually
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develops (182). Current approaches focus on terminal, genetic resistance mechanisms
and seek to re-sensitize tumors to the original therapy (e.g. EGFR+MET inhibitors in
MET-amplified NSCLC) (30) or switch modalities to inhibitors that are selective for the
dominant mutant clone (e.g. mutant-selective EGFRT790M inhibitors) (39). While our
understanding of resistance mechanisms and accompanying treatment strategies has
increased, the current view of resistance paints a difficult problem: multiple bypass
mechanisms can co-exist within a single patient or even a single tumor (90). Recent
studies suggest as many as 4 or more possible resistance mechanisms for a single
targeted therapy (67) with low-frequency mutant clones (183, 184) and rare, stochastic
transcriptional variation (179) providing a reservoir for its evolution. Treating each
resistance mechanism as a discrete event, requiring its own sensitizing therapy, quickly
becomes a difficult clinical problem as the therapeutic window narrows as more drugs
are added to a treatment regimen (89).
The resistant state, however, may come with its own vulnerabilities. Evolution in
response to a strong selection pressure—in this case, a targeted agent—leads to fitness
costs that may be therapeutically exploitable (185). Indeed, studies from the infectious
disease community demonstrate that acquired resistance engenders enhanced sensitivity
to alternative agents, a phenomenon referred to as “collateral sensitivity” (181, 186) and
has suggested alternating treatment strategies to control evolution (187). Limited
studies have also been carried out in cancer exploring the “multi-drug resistant state”
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with collateral resistance generally being driven, in this setting, primarily by drug efflux
pumps to general cytotoxic agents (188, 189). However, on the whole, these phenomena
are poorly understood in cancer.
Recently, an elegant study by Zhao and colleagues provide compelling evidence
for the existence of “temporal collateral sensitivities” in Ph+ acute lymphoblastic
leukemia where local fitness minima exist for alternate drugs as the cells move towards
greater fitness in the presence of frontline therapy (190). In bacterial systems, cost
compensation associated with resistance to therapy is thought to arise predominantly
through mutations that offset loss of fitness (185). Zhao et al. find similar compensation
at work, with generation of a heterozygous ABL mutation capable of both conferring
increased fitness in the presence of drug but also collateral sensitivity to alternate
inhibitors in a structure-dependent manner (190).
Our group, along with others, have recently described several instances of
“convergent resistance” to targeted therapies whereby distinct resistance mechanisms
funnel to common nodes governing survival (44, 68) (Singleton and Crawford et al. 2017,
in reveiw). We hypothesized that this convergence may imply distinct patterns of
“collateral effects”—or the sensitivity and resistance to alternate drugs in the resistant
state—governed not necessarily by specific mutations, but rather by a downstream,
shared cellular state and may reveal a common “Achilles’s heel” for diverse mechanisms
of resistance (Figure 27B). In our mind, the outstanding questions in this space are three112

fold: 1) How prevalent are collateral effects across targeted therapy-resistant tumors and
tissues? 2) What features of parental or resistant cells govern the type of collateral effects
observed? 3) Can knowledge of these collateral vulnerabilities lead to the construction of
therapeutic strategies that select against heterogeneous mechanisms of resistance? To
test the feasibility of exploring these phenomena in a scalable way, we began by
evolving BRAF-mutant melanoma cell lines resistant to ERK pathway inhibitors and
characterized their collateral effects.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Testing collateral effect profiling in BRAF-mutant melanoma
The initial test of our approach builds on our previous experience evolving
models of acquired resistance to ERK pathway inhibitors in BRAF mutant melanoma
(67). BRAF mutant cell lines were evolved via in vitro drug selection, either by upfront
exposure to a single 3 µM dose of the indicated MAPK inhibitor (termed the fast method
(“F”)) or by exposure to gradually increasing doses until 3 µM is reached (termed the
slow method (“S”)). After this culture period the cells were STR (short tandem repeat)
profiled to rule out contaminants and tested for their degree of resistance to the primary
inhibitor (Figure 28A). In several cases we also sub-cloned these models to get a sense
for the heterogeneity of collateral effects in resistant pools (denoted by -cn, where n is
the clone number). For each of these resistant models, we then wanted to test their
relative fitness (compared to parental derivatives) to perturbation of diverse cellular
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Figure 28: Strategy to uncover collateral effects in the drug-resistant state. A)
Schematic for the workflow. B) The doubling time (hrs) is plotted as a ratio of
resistant/parental derivative for each melanoma cell line in the pilot study; values > 1
indicate that the resistant derivative is growing slower than its parental counterpart
(top). Log2 GI50 values in the parental and resistant derivatives for the targeted therapy
used to evolve resistance (bottom). C) Log2 ratio (collateral effect value; CE) of the effect
in resistant vs parental derivatives for each probe in the collateral fitness panel. Doseresponse curves are plotted for two examples of collateral sensitivities observed in
SKMEL5 resistant derivatives (right, dotted lines).
processes using 35 inhibitors as chemical probes that target various aspects of cellular
biology (Table 1). To generate a collateral effect profile, resistant and parental
derivatives are seeded in 96-well plates and treated with each of the drugs in the panel
at 8 different doses for 72 hours. We then binned the response to each probe as either
collateral resistance (CE ≥ 1) or sensitivity (CE ≤ -1) based on emprically determined
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Table 1: List of drugs for collateral fitness screen. Drug name and pathway bin
are listed.
Drug

5-FU
Temozolomide
Etoposide
Doxorubicin
Oxaliplatin
Paclitaxel
Bortezomib
Piperlongumine
17-AAG
Salinomycin
BEZ235
MK2206
VX-11e
PLX4720
Gefitinib
Lapatinib
Sunitinib
PD173074
CYC116
Crizotinib
3BRPa
FX11
BPTES
BMS345541
INCB
PD0332991
VX702
Dasatinib
Niclosamide
SP6000125
Enzastaurin
GDC0449
ABT737
JQ1
RO4929097

Pathway
General Cytotoxic
General Cytotoxic
General Cytotoxic
General Cytotoxic
General Cytotoxic
General Cytotoxic
Cell Stress
Cell Stress
Cell Stress
Cell Stress
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Metabolism
Metabolism
Metabolism
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Apoptosis and Cell Cycle
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors
Apoptosis and Cell Cycle
Transcription
Kinase and pathway
inhibitors

cuttoffs (P<0.05) (Figure 28A, 29A). Our melanoma samples evolved robust resistance to
MAPK inhibition (Figure 28B, bottom), developing this insensitivity over variable
lengths of time (17-34 days, Figure 29B). We observed that indeed resistance comes at a
fitness cost as all but one derivaitive had a longer doubling time than their parental
counterparts, suggesting possible vulnerabilites in the resistnat state (Figure 28B, top).
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The profiles for each parental/resistant melanoma pair demonstrated a degree of
diversity, likely reflecting the underlying heterogeineity and stochastic nature of the

A

B

Figure 29: Setting CE cutoffs and time to resistance in BRAF-mutant
Melanoma. A) Four parental derivatives were measured with the collateral fitness panel
on consecutive days and randomly assigned as either resistant or parental derivative.
Plotted is the distribution of CE values observed for each drug in the 4 dummy
resistant/parental pairs. Dotted lines represent our cutoff of 1 and -1 and a p-value
threshold of <0.05. B) Time to stable growth rate for each melanoma sample in Figure 28.
evolutionary process(137). Importantly, we observed consistency between the profiles
for specific drugs. We note examples of pan-collateral sensitivity, like the BRD4
inhibitor JQ1(191) which scored consistently for all but one derivaitve, substantiating
previous work (Singleton and Crawford et al. 2017, in reveiw), as well as cases of cell line
specific collateral sensitivites like the SRC/multi-kinase inhibitor dasatinib for A375
resistant derivatives and ABT-737 for SKMEL5 (Figure 28C). Overall, our pilot
experiments firmly demonstrate that resistance to targeted therapies comes at a fitness
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cost and that this trade-off translates to targetable liabilities similar to what has been
observed in bacterial systems.

4.2.2 Defining collateral effects across therapies and tissue types
On the strength of our pilot results, we next sought to define the penetrance of
collateral effects in different models of oncogene-driven cancer evolved resistant to their
cognate inhibitors. In total, we screened 77 models driven by 7 oncogenes with
representation from 8 different tissues (Figure 30A). Interestingly, of the cell lines where
data were available, melanoma samples developed resistance faster than others (Figure
30B,left; µ = 21.8 days, σ = 6.24) possibly reflecting these tumors’ quick time to relapse in
the clinic (21). Conversely, breast tumors developed resistance over a more prolonged
time frame likely owing to the more indolent nature of these luminal breast tumors
when compared samples from lung and melanoma (Figure 30B, left). Similar to our
observations with melanoma samples in Figure 28, resistance to targeted inhibition,
while a near inevitability, comes with a simultaneous fitness cost across models (Figure
30B, right). In our larger dataset we note that this cost translates to differential collateral
effects—both collateral sensitivity and resistance—with near equal frequencies on
average, 7.9 and 6.8 respectively (Figure 30C); in total, we observed 525 instances of
collateral resistance and 609 of collateral sensitivity (Figure 30D). Importantly, the data
do not skew
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Figure 30: Defining collateral effects in targeted therapy resistant models. A)
Breakdown of the 77 resistant models developed in this study. Each is divided into
tissue of origin and subdivided by driver oncogene. B) Time to stable growth rate by
tissue of origin (resistance) for a subset of models; data are median and interquartile
range (left). The median and interquartile range for growth rate of parental derivatives
versus resistant derivatives is plotted (p-value = 9.66e-07 by Mann-Whitney test; right).
C) Average value for each category across all models tested; data are mean ± SD for the
whole data set, each dot is a single cell line. D) Collateral effects are plotted for each of
the 77 models. Each is grouped first by driver oncogene, then by tissue of origin, and
finally by descending SD of the profile. Top dot plot represents the collateral effect, or
response to each drug plotted as the GI50 in resistant / response in the matched parental
derivative as in Figure 28C using the same cutoffs. Bottom shows the counts for each
class in each resistant model.
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towards collateral resistance, indicating that the difference in growth rate has not overtly
biased our results(55). Finally, each drug screened displayed differential hit frequencies
for collateral sensitivities (range: 0-37) as well as resistances (range: 0-33). Of note, the
top scoring collateral sensitivity hits, BEZ235 and JQ1, control complementary cellular
functions (translation and transcription, respectively) and suggest that the reistant state
generally relies on heightened transcriptional and translational activity (Figure 31A,
bottom). Other high-freqency collateral sensitivity hits include 17-AAG (HSP90
inhibitor) and ABT-737 (BH3 mimetic) both noteworthy for their ability to overwhelm a
cell’s ability to buffer itself from stress. On the collateral resistance side, lapatinib, a dual
EGFR/HER2 inhibitor, scored at a high frequency likely owing to cross-resistance
observed in our EGFR inhibitor-resistant models (Figure 31A, top).
To better understand the finer details revealed by our dataset, we examined the 7
samples derived from the NSCLC cell line HCC827. Pearson correlation analysis of
collateral effect profiles revealed distinct subgroupings despite arising from the same
parental cell line (Figure 31B), likely reflecting the different paths to resistance taken in
each resistant pool or clone, consistent with previous studies indicating that numerous
clones can contribute to EGFR inhibitor resistance in this cell line (184). Importantly, we
observed consistency across the HCC827 derivatives as well. Aside from clonal
dynamics, previous work has also shown that this cell line develops an EMT-like
phenotype upon resistnace (184) and separate studies have shown that a drug
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Figure 31: Examining variability and consistency in collateral effect responses.
A) Frequency of hits for each drug is plotted for collateral sensitivity and resistance.
Both plots are ordered by collateral sensitivity frequency and the fill of each bar breaks
down frequency by tissue type. B) Correlation matrix for the collateral effect profiles of
the HCC827 clones. Heat indicates the Pearson correlation coefficient, boxes are drawn
by the dendrogram clusters used to order the samples. C) Individual collateral profiles
for the HCC827 samples; the antibacterial drug salinomycin is highlighted in each
sample. D) Confirmation of salinomycin collateral sensitivity in a subset of fresh thawed
resistant derivatives from C; data are GI50 in the resistant derivative relative to parental
(top). Fold change in mRNA levels relative to parental samples for the EMT marker
Vimentin (bottom). E) Collateral sensitivity to BEZ235, ABT737, Dasatinib, and JQ1 at
either the time of resistance (left), or after thawing and an extra 7 days of growth in drug
(right). Data are GI50 for resistant derivatives normalized to parental samples
undergoing the same freeze-thaw process.
in our probe set, salinomycin, targets cells exhibiting cancer stem cell-like programs
(192). Accordingly, we find that this drug exibits collateral sensitivty across our resistant
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derivatives (Figure 31C), noting that these cells exhibit EMT-like characteristics
including up-regulation of markers like Vimentin (Figure 31D). Finally, we also note
cases of both temporal and stable collateral sensitivity in our system (Figure 31E),
substantiating previous work (190) and providing evidence that while hitting the correct
time-window to exploit temporal phenotypes will be difficult, consistent and stable
collateral sensitivites do exist and can be targeted.
The consistency observed for specific drugs was encouraging; however, the
heterogenity between profiles, specifically the number drugs with differential responses
and degree of separation from parental sensitivties, was of interest to us as well. To
describe this “collateral divergence”, we simply use the standard deviation of the
collateral effect profile or CESD, which yields a metric that accurately describes this
characteristic across all our resistant models (Figure 32 A, B). Using this metric, we next
sought to identify potential markers that explain a low versus high divergent state. We
focused on features of the parental lines to consider deterministic aspects—phenotypes
driven by the initial state—since the stochastic components of resistance can hinder
predictive power (137). To that end we employed a nonlinear, variable-selection
regression model, BAKR (193), to identify an expression program capable of explaining
CESD phenotypes in the reistant state. Using 24 cell lines from our dataset with publicly
available expression data (49) and average CESD scores for those with multiple clones or
pools, we identified a 92-gene signature that roughly separates the cell lines into 3
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groups: those with low, medium, and high CESD scores by Pearson correlation analysis
(Figure 32 C, top). Of those pathways containing at least 3 signature genes and a
Benjamini Hochberg FDR <0.05 by global test (194), 36% (7/19) were related to the
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (Table 2). Those in the “low” group were
dominated by blood cancers (AML and MPNs) while the “high” CESD group was
dominated by melanoma cell lines with high expression of classic EMT-associated genes
like SLUG (SNAI2; Figure 32 C, bottom) suggesting a possible contribution of tissue of
origin to these phenotypes as well, at least at the extremes. Accordingly, resistant
melanoma samples not only had the highest degree of collateral divergence, but all
available CCLE parental models also had the highest espression of SNAI2 (by Tukey’s
post hoc, P<0.05) as well as average expression of an EMT signature (by Tukey’s post
hoc, P<0.05) (Figure 32 D-F). Collectively, these analyses suggest that the plasticity of the
parental tumor may be carried over to the resistant state, manifesting as higher collateral
divergence from parental sensitvites.
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Figure 32: Parental EMT state is correlated with collateral divergence. A)
Demonstration of CESD score describing collateral divergence in three representative cell
lines using the standard deviation of the collateral effect profile. B) Resistant models
ranked by CESD metric; color indicates tissue of origin. C) Heat map depicting pairwise
Pearson correlation coefficients of the 92-gene signature derived by BAKR. Top bar chart
are the corresponding CESD scores for each cell line and chart is ordered by the
corresponding dendrogram used for clustering; boxes are drawn based on dendrogram
branching. Expression of the EMT genes from the BAKR signature are included below,
order is same as in correlation heat map. D) Boxplots for the CESD scores separated by
tissue. E) Expression of SLUG (SNAI2) from the indicated tissues from CCLE data.
F) Average expression of genes in the Hallmark EMT gene set across the indicated
tissues from CCLE.
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Table 2: Pathway analysis of BAKR signature. Global test results (BH <0.05)
were culled for those with 3 or more signature genes (Cov) and ordered by this column.
Red boxes indicate those pathways associated with EMT.
BH

NABA_MATRISOME

0.000521008 3.52E-05 18.43337593 4.347826087 2.13476096

16

NABA_MATRISOME_ASSOCIATED

0.001107451 0.000177615 19.46912134 4.347826087 2.618946587

10

REACTOME_IMMUNE_SYSTEM

0.008693369 0.002684717 14.29723817 4.347826087 2.590132765

8

NABA_CORE_MATRISOME

0.003528815 0.000973019 16.61758309 4.347826087 2.756047485

6

HALLMARK_EPITHELIAL_MESENCHYMAL_TRANSITION 0.031171215 0.016617008 13.40939742 4.347826087 3.165006013

6

HALLMARK_INTERFERON_GAMMA_RESPONSE

0.001416075 0.000291545 20.3481007 4.347826087 3.053276809

5

NABA_ECM_GLYCOPROTEINS

0.004413892 0.001233293 18.47223286 4.347826087 3.084272432

5

NABA_ECM_REGULATORS

0.004462941 0.001263406 25.15384321 4.347826087 3.864002745

5

HALLMARK_ESTROGEN_RESPONSE_LATE

0.001107451 0.000203576 22.09412874 4.347826087 3.180339308

4

0.00216263 0.000580412 21.6177079 4.347826087 3.261317652

4

HALLMARK_ESTROGEN_RESPONSE_EARLY

0.014229533 0.006591622 16.54285788 4.347826087 3.423477959

4

HALLMARK_APICAL_JUNCTION

0.033528828 0.018983234 13.28035429 4.347826087 3.324335419

4

HALLMARK_MYOGENESIS

REACTOME_ADAPTIVE_IMMUNE_SYSTEM

p-value

Sta1s1c Expected Std.dev

EMT
?

Pathway

0.00151919 0.00031836 29.53108986 4.347826087

Cov

4.0139814

3

HALLMARK_UV_RESPONSE_DN

0.001584376 0.000337845 32.74475487 4.347826087 4.415170978

3

HALLMARK_COMPLEMENT

0.006978169 0.002103713 22.28327642 4.347826087 3.871712283

3

NABA_SECRETED_FACTORS

0.013841441 0.004745805 20.06158597 4.347826087 4.028907386

3

HALLMARK_GLYCOLYSIS

0.013841441 0.00529056 20.1212248 4.347826087 3.951724052

3

HALLMARK_HYPOXIA

0.013841441 0.005317399 18.84756477 4.347826087 3.932141678

3

PID_P53_DOWNSTREAM_PATHWAY

0.031796294 0.017067128 15.60489313 4.347826087 3.939529013

3

4.2.3 Mutational load influences the skew of collateral effect
phenotypes
Aside from differences in divergence from parental sensitivities, we also noted
that different resistant derivatives display skew towards either collateral resistance or
sensitivity, for example HCC827-F-Gc7 versus HN31-S-Das (Figure 32A). Using the
median of the hits for each profile, CEskew values (Figure 33A) split our data into
derivatives that tend to develop more sensitivities or resistances (Figure 33B). Here we
observed no statistically significant contribution from tissue of origin, suggesting other
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factors driving this difference. As genetic and epigenetic heterogeneity provide a
reservoir for the evolution of resistance (195) and resistant cells with high mutational
rates carry unselected phenotypes as well as a documented propensity to develop multidrug resistance (196), we reasoned that higher basal mutational load in the parental cell
line might influence the direction of CEskew values in our resistant models—with more
mutations leading to higher fitness towards other drugs and a collateral effect profile
skewed towards collateral resistance.
Of our 77 models, 49 had parental copy number and mutational data available
through the CCLE and a recent study (197). This dataset provides a binary classification
for each gene’s mutational and copy status, allowing us to assign an overall mutational
load score for each derivative. Binning the data by overall skew, we observed that
derivatives with positive CEskew (overall collateral resistance) had a significantly higher
mutational load than those with negative CEskew (overall collateral sensitivity) (P<0.05 by
Wilcox test; Figure 33C). Furthermore, regression of CEskew onto mutational load shows a
positive correlation (Adj R2 = 0.33, P<0.05) and suggests that as the mutational load in the
parental line is increased, more collateral resistance is observed (Figure 33D).
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Figure 33: Mutational load correlates with the skew of collateral effect profiles.
A) The skew of a collateral effect profile (CEskew) is generated from the median of the hits
(excluding no shifts) and is plotted for 3 representative cell lines similar to Figure 32A.
B) CEskew values across all resistant models. C) Resistant models were binned as skewing
towards sensitivity or resistance by the sign of their CEskew value and corresponding
parental CCLE mutational load values are plotted. P<0.05 by Wilcox test. D) CEskew
values and mutational load values are plotted for each cell line and fit to a linear model.
To test this relationship, we used the BRAF-mutant melanoma model A375, a cell
line from the low-end of the mutational spectrum (load score = 7.91, negative CEskew) and
introduced new mutations using a dose escalation of irradiation (400, 600, and 800 rad).
The irradiated models were allowed to recover and displayed moderate changes in their
sensitivity to BRAF inhibition (Figure 34A, bottom left). We then evolved the irradiated
A375 derivatives resistant to BRAF inhibition as before, noting an inverse relationship
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between times to resistance and the time needed for recovery from irradiation (Figure
34A, bottom right). Consistent with a model where increased mutational load leads to a
less collaterally vulnerable resistant state, we observed a dose dependent increase in the
CEskew value for the irradiated cell lines (Figure 34B), mirroring the trend in our larger
analysis (Figure 33D). Overall, the majority of drugs in the collateral panel showed
decreased collateral sensitivity as more mutations were introduced (Figure 34C) with the
robust collateral sensitivities JQ1, Dasatinib, and ABT737 showing significant shifts in
the models exposed to higher doses of irradiation (Figure 34D; P<0.05). Unsupervised
clustering of the collateral effect profiles generated two distinct groups—high (grey) and
low (blue) mutational load—with the 400rad clustering with un-irradiated derivatives
and a replicate 800rad (A375-800r-P2) derivative grouping with the high mutational load
samples; importantly, the distribution of each group’s collateral effect profile was
significantly different (Figure 34 E). These analyses provide functional evidence
substantiating the hypothesis that tumors with higher mutational burden at the time of
treatment initiation may have a greater chance of being refractory to subsequent
targeted treatments once resistance to the primary agent emerges.
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Figure 34: Higher mutational load drives a more collaterally resistant state. A)
Schematic for experimental design (top). After irradiation, the time until a healthy
population of cells is plotted along with each derivative’s sensitivity to BRAF inhibition
normalized to parental values (left). Cell counts over time are plotted for each irradiated
derivative as well as their GI50 to PLX4720 normalized to each derivative’s sensitivity at
the beginning of the experiment (right). B) CEskew values for baseline and irradiated
derivatives. Plot is ordered by increasing dose of irradiation. C) Collateral effect values
for each drug in a baseline sample as well as 400 and 600 rad derivatives. D) Similar to C
but only for Dasatinib, JQ1, and ABT737. E) Unsupervised clustering of pairwise
Pearson correlation coefficients of collateral effect profiles; top plot is the distribution of
scores for each drug in each group (High versus low mutational load). A, D, and E data
are mean ± SD; P<0.05 by student’s t-Test.
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4.2.4 Identification of shared collateral sensitivites for diverse
resistance mechaims.
4.2.4.1 Large-scale collateral effect screen identifies MCB-613
Ultimately, the goal of understanding collateral effect phenotypes is to identify
combinations capable of selecting against multifocal resistance. We chose to explore this
possiblilty in EGFR-mutant lung cancer for several reasons: (i) cross correlational
analysis of our collateral effect proflies revealed strong similarity among samples
evolved resistant to EGFR inhibitors (Figure 35A), irrespective of tissue type, suggesting
possible unifying biology for these resistant samples, (ii) diverse, patient-relevant
resistance mechanisms have been documented for this disease (34), and (iii) stable, wellcharacterized models of resistance are available and are amenable to high-throughput
chemical screening (43).
The previously characterized PC9 resistant derivaitves GR4 (T790M), PFR3
(IGF1R activation), and WZR12 (ERK amplification) are highly resistant to EGFR
inhibition (Figure 35B, left) and are similar to our resistant derivatives with respect to
their collateral effect profiles (Figure 35A, WZR12 and GR4s balck arrows). GR4 cells are
classic EGFRT790M resistant cells, bearing gatekeeper mutations that cause a higher
affinity for ATP even when bound by gefitinib (29). PFR3 cells were evolved restant to
the irreversible EGFR PF299804, and show evidence of IGF1R activation and sustained
AKT signaling (198). In a simialr fashion, WZR12 cells were exposed to another
irreversible inhbitor, WZ4002, and are resistant through downstream ERK amplification
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(40). Each have been observed in patients to varying degrees. Using these models, we
carried out a pharmacologic screen using ~2,100 compunds with well-documented
targets (Selleck Bioactives) and compared the resistant derivative responses to matched
parental PC9 cells with special attention paid to those drugs with selective activity for all
three resistant derivatives (Figure 35B, right). Data from this expanded screen reveals
that collateral resistance is more frequent than sensitivity in these models (at least for
this library; Figure 35C, D), mirroring results seen in bacterial studies (181). These
models displayed a high degree of resistance to other molecules targeting EGFR as well
as cross resistance to inhibitors of other tyrosine kinases such as VEGFR and PDGFR
(Figure 35E). On the collateral sensitivity side, while there seems to be evidence of cell
line specific hits, only a single drug, MCB-613, showed robust efficacy across all three
resistant models (Figure 35F). Using an additional resistant cell line (DR1; EGFRT790M
+EGFR amplification) we confirmed this collateral sensitivity in both short and long
term treatment settings (Figure 35G), and TTP assays of treatment naïve PC9 cells show
that the combination is able to prevent the emergence of resistant clones (Figure 35H,
left). We also attempted to model a heterogeneous tumor by mixing low proportions of
our resistant cells with sensitive ones, observing similar results (Figure 35H, right).
Importantly, our independently evolved resistant PC9 derivatives also developed this
collateral sensitivity as well as other resistant models from lung, colorectal, and HNSC
(Figure 35I, J). Notably, PC9 cells evolved resistant to dasatinib or UMSCC8 cells to
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ponatinib did not develop this collateral sensitivity, suggesting it may be an EGFR
specific effect.
4.2.4.2 EGFR inhibition templates collateral sensitvity to UPR perturbation
MCB-613 has been previously characterized as an inducer of the unfolded
protein response (UPR), leading to cell death through exacerbation of the cell’s ER stress
buffering capacity (199). We confirmed the UPR induction by MCB-613 in our
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Figure 35: Identification of common collateral sensitivities for EGFR inhibitorresistant NSCLC. A) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of cross-correlational heat
map for the top 25% most variable drugs for each derivative in our collateral effect
dataset (lung: blue; HNSC: black; colorectal: green; black arrows: WZR12 and GR4). B)
Response of each resistant derivative to EGFR inhibition (left) and schematic for
screening strategy (right). C) PFR3, GR4, and WZR12 cells were screened using the
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Selleck BioActives library at two doses (2 and 10µM) in duplicate and normalized to
control wells after 72hrs. Hits are determined by passing a log2 normalized
resistant/parental viability ratio of 1 and -1 as well as an overall normalized difference of
0.2 and -0.4 determined by empty wells (dotted lines). D) Hit frequency for each screen.
E) Protein tyrosine kinase group from C; x-axis is the indicated target(s) for each drug in
the group. F) MCB-613 (2µM) response for each derivative in the screen. G) MCB-613
confirmation 72hr viability assays (left) as well as long-term growth assays for each
previously characterized resistant derivative (right). H) TTP assay for PC9 sensitive cells
(left) or a mixed population of resistant and sensitive cells (right) treated with gefitinib
(0.5µM) or MCB-613 (3.5µM) alone or in combination. I and J) MCB-613 collateral
sensitivity in our independently derived PC9 models (I) as well as additional
representation from Lung, Colorectal, and HNSC; all evolved resistant to EGFRi (J).
PC9 cells, noting induction of all three UPR branches, the strongest being induction of
the ATF4 arm (Figure 36A). Since our resistant cells are hypersentive to MCB-613 and
death via the UPR is the integration of the time and intensity of ER stress (200), we
reasoned that the resistant cells may have elevated markers of ER stress, predisposing
them to UPR perturbation. In support of this hypothesis, we observed higher levels of
activation in the ATF4 arm of the unfolded protein response in our resistant models,
suggesting evidence of low-level ER stress in the resistant state (Figure 36B). Given their
diverse mechanisms of resistance, we sought to identify a unifying feature that could
explain this level of ER stress and subsequent MCB-613 sensitivity.
The most intuitive coalescing feature for these models is exposure to an EGFR
inhibitor, so we next asked what possible effects EGFR inhibition might have on the
UPR. Interestingly, EGFR inhibition by gefitinib selectively activates the P-EIF2a-ATF4
arm with little effect on either the ATF6 or IRE1 branches (Figure 36C), consistent with
studies showing selective activation of different UPR arms by specific stresses (201), and
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suggests that EGFR inhibition itself and its subsequent ER stress templates a collateral
sensitivity to MCB-613. If this model holds, activation of UPR by classic means should
also make cells more sensitive to MCB-613 treatment, mirroring the ER stress and
subsequent phenotypes caused by EGFR inhibition. Treatment with inhibitors known to
cause ER stress (thapsigargin, tunicamycin, and 17AAG) causes strong induction of
ATF4 with inconsistent activation of the other arms (Figure 36D, top) and sensitizes cells
to MCB-613 treatment (Figure36D, bottom), consistent with the idea that ER stress
primes sensitivity to MCB-613.
Cells use the UPR to buffer stressful physiological processes that demand a
sustained adaptive UPR response, however, the UPR has two stages: an adaptive and
apoptotic phase, the latter occurring when a cell can no longer deal with increased ER
stress and instead triggers death (200). Resistant cells appear to have developed such a
sustained adaptive response that any additional ER stress is unable to be resolved and
the cell dies. Indeed, treatment with MCB-613 exacerbates the already high levels of
ATF4 in resistant cells where this signal shifts from protective to harmful and causes the
induction of a pro-death program via CHOP, specifically in resistant cells, which is
necessary for death via MCB-613 (Figure 36E).
Finally, we wanted to explore the specificity of this ER stress induction and see if
it could possibly extend to other models of EGFR-driven disease. Gefitinib induces the
same response in EGFRi sensitive colorectal cells as well as EGFR-mutant lung cancer
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cells with intrinsic insensitivity to EGFRi (Figure 36F). Western blot analysis for these
markers in resistant colorectal cells shows variability at the population-level (G), with
higher levels of poly-ubiquitinated proteins but lower levels of ATF4. However, subclones like GC3 show marked increase in ATF4 expression (Figure 36G, left) and
increased sensitivity to MCB-613 compared to the pool although both show enhanced
sensitivity over parental in short (Figure 35J) and long-term assays (Figure 36G, right).

Figure 36: EGFR inhibitor treatment primes an ER stress-sensitive resistant
state. A) MCB-613 effects on the three canonical arms of the UPR machinery in PC9
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NSCLC cells. B) Western blot analysis for the indicated targets in EGFRi sensitive (PC9)
or resistant cells (WZR12, PFR3, or GR4). C) PC9 western blot for the indicated targets
over a 12 hour time-course exposure to gefitinib. D) PC9 cells treated for the indicated
time and blotted for UPR markers after treatment with tunicamycin (0.1µM),
thapsigargin (0.01µM), and 17AAG (0.1µM) (top). MCB-613 log2 GI50 shift in cells
treated with the indicated ER stressor normalized to vehicle values (bottom). E) ATF4
and CHOP induction in sensitive and resistant cells (left). Viability of CHOP knockdown
cells treated with 2µM MCB-613 relative to control transductions. F) Blotting for ATF4
induction in EGFRi sensitive colorectal cells (LIM1215; top) or EGFRi insensitive NSCLC
cells (H1650; bottom). G) UPR markers in LIM1215 resistant derivatives compared to
parental (left) and TTP assay for the same derivatives (right). H) PC9 cells treated for 2
hours with DMSO (D), cetuximab (C; 0.05µM), WZ4002 (W; 0.1µM), GSK1904529A (I;
1µM), MK2206 (A; 5µM), AZD6244 (A; 1µM), or the combination of AZD6244 and
MK2206. I) Schematic depicting our putative model for EGFRi inhibitor-induced
collateral sensitivity (black star, T790M; blue star, non-T790M resistance mutation; amp,
amplification). Data are mean ± SD of three replicates. *P<0.05.
The realization that cells with intrinsic resistance to EGFR inhibition can be “ERprimed” by targeting EGFR (Figure 35J and 36F, bottom) led us to hypothesize that the
ER stress effects of EGFR inhibiton could be decoupled from downstream signaling.
Cells with EGFR mutations are typically less sensitive to EGFR targeting antibodies such
as cetuximab despite binding to the extracellular domain of EGFR (202). We observed a
similar phenotype in EGFR-mutant PC9 cells where cetuximab had no effect on EGFR
phosphorylation or its downstream targets AKT and ERK1/2. Interestingly, cetuximab
was able to induce ATF4 signaling, indicating signs of enhanced ER stress despite
having no effect on downstream signaling (Figure 36H). Similarly, the covalent
pyrimidine EGFR inhibitor WZ4002 (39) induces ATF4 expression and also supresses
downstream targets. Inhibition of IGF1R, AKT, or MAPK signaling causes the expected
suppression of downstream signaling yet no increase in ER stress was observed (Figure
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36H), suggesting that these phenotypes stem from binding to EGFR and are not
necessarily a product of canonical downstream signaling.
These experiments suggest a model wherein chronic treatment with an EGFR
inhibitor increases ER stress to levels that decrease the cell’s capacity to buffer future
stress. This new model for “inhibitor-templated” collateral sensitivity allows for
targeting of the resistant state, rather than inidividual mechanisms, effectively coalescing
resistance to a single, targetable cellular state (Figure 36I). Methods not already
mentioned in Methods sections of chapters 2 and 3 associated with this chapter can be
found in the Methods section associated with this chapter.

4.3 Discussion
Here we present the first attempt to comprehensivly assess the pervasivness of
collateral effect phenotypes acorss different oncogene-driven cancers. The initial
hypothesis was simple: the resistant state itself may be targetable. We show that this is
indeed the case to varying degrees across cancers (at least with respect to our collateral
panel) and offer a new conceptual way to think about addressing widespread targeted
therapy resistance.
The diversity of collateral effect profiles was impressive, reaffirming the notion
that certain characteristics of the resistant state owe to stochasticity, however, our
identification of consistent collateral sensitivites even with our limited probe set
indicates that common nodes of sensitivity occur. Furthermore, while other studies have
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indicated the existence of temporal collateral sensitvites (190), we demonstrate that stable
sensitivities exist, mitigating the need to iteratively monitor for biomarkers and missing
the optimum window for treatment.
This study also suggests characteristics of parental cells that seem to influence
the development of collateral effect phenotypes. Our initial characterization reveals that
tissue of origin plays a large role in the development of collateral divergence (CESD),
with tissues such as melanoma predicted to develop a high degree divergance in our
sudy, a characteristic of melanoma cells that has been substantiated by previous work
from our lab using a larger library (Singleton and Crawford et al. 2017, in reveiw). The
directionality of these phenotypes is important as well: cell lines tend to either develop
more collateral resistance or sensitivity. Interestingly, the mutational load in parental
cells seems to have an effect on these phenotypes, with more mutations in the parental
cells causing a tendency to develop more collateral resistance once insensitivity to the
primary agent is achieved. While a recent study demonstrates that increased passenger
mutations is damaging to overall tumor growth (203), we find that these mutations may
create a fitness advantage (i.e. the development of collateral resistance) once placed
under the selection pressure of drug treatment. This hypothesis is substatiated by the
fact that not only does increased mutational load make A375 cells less collaterally
sensitive, but also our highest dose of irradiated cells had the shortest time to resistance
(Figure 34A), an idea consistent with previous studies (195, 196). This suggests that
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patients entering clincial trials after rounds of failing DNA damaging chemotherapy
may have a higher likelihood of failing on new therapies as well.
Our study was inherently limited by our modestly-sized probe set, making
finding common collateral sensitivities difficult. Expanding this conceptual approach to
a larger drug library, we were able to uncover a common collateral sensitivity for
diverse EGFRi resistant cells. Here our mechanism of collateral sensitivity is
fundamentally unique from previous studies. Rather than an acquired mutation, we
identify a drug-induced shared cellular state adopted by diverse resistant cells, that is
agnostic to the final resistance mechanism or tissue type, depending only on expousre to
drug. Future work will be needed to decipher specifically how binding to EGFR induces
this UPR response as well as, more generally, how to exploit this idea of drug-templated
collateral sensitivity to other processes and cancers. This study sets the stage for a new
way to conceptualize the management of drug-resistance by targeting the evolutionary
liabilities of the resistant state.

4.4 Methods
Methods associated with chapter 4 “Collateral effect profiles in oncogene-driven cancers:
Targeting the resistant state”.
Developing in vitro resistance models
Resistant derivatives of the indicated cell lines were generated as previously described
(67).
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Collateral effect (CE) scoring
Along with parental derivatives, resistant cells were seeded for GI50 assay at a density
of 3,000 cells per well in 96-well plates. After 72hr drug exposure to the 35 inhibitors
(Table 1) in our panel the plates were read by Cell Titer Glo and normalized to untreated
control wells. The GI50s for each inhibitor were determined as before (67) and plotted as
a log2 ratio of resistant/parental sensitivity. The response to each drug is then
determined as being either collaterally resistant (CE ≥ 1) or sensitive (CE ≤ -1). CESD
values are calculated by talking the standard deviation of the entire collection of 35
inhibitors in each cell line to measure collateral divergance. CEskew values are calculated
by taking the median of only the hits for each cell line.
Collateral effect screening with Selleck Bioactives library
The ~2100 compund library was screened in duplicate at 2 and 10µM. PC9 parental cells
or each of the three resistant derivatives were seeded into drug-stamped 384-well plates
at 300 cells per well. After 72 hours of drug-treatment the assay was read using Cell
Titer Glo. Duplicate treatment wells were averaged and normalized to duplicate control
wells from the same plate position. Normalized values were then processed like CE
values above and binned as sensitive or resistant using cutoffs mentioned in the Figure
35 legend.
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5. Conclusions
5.1 Summary
Studying how to combat a highly evolvable, heterogeneous disease takes tools
capable of narrowing this complexity to a more manageable scale. We have found that
deciphering the best routes for treatment takes an integrative approach; using
complementary high throughput methods allowed us to better define the problem,
giving new, course-correcting insights along the way. For a problem as intricate and
multifaceted as drug resistance, increased clarity, for us, has come not necessarily from
any individual result, but rather from integration across approaches aimed at
understanding resistance(67), sensitizers(135), and common resistant state dependencies
(Figure 37).
Indeed, our initial work using the CTK to characterize possible resistance-driving
pathways across tumors and inhibitors revealed a surprising lesson—although
resistance is pervasive, it likely coalesces around few pathways. Subsequent studies
revealed that despite uniformity at the pathway level, different therapeutic interventions
might be necessary depending on the cancer’s tissue of origin. An excellent example is
seen in EGFR-driven colorectal cancers and JAK2-driven MPNs, each of which have
simple resistance profiles, mostly dominated by MAPK signaling, yet they necessitate
different drugging strategies(44, 68). These results reveal two important lessons: 1)
Pathway screening accurately describes the diversity of resistance but likely misses the
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subtleties of downstream tissue-specific signaling events that influence therapeutic
design, and 2) in spite of this shortcoming, these results suggest that different resistance
mechanisms may converge on common nodes.
To tease apart the downstream tissue-specific signaling and facilitate the direct
identification of upfront combinations, we turned to miniaturized CRISPR screening.
Here, CRISPR technology out-performed previous shRNA-based screening approaches
as the majority of top hits were true positives, further solidifying CRISPR-based
approaches as a valid preclinical target-identification tool. Our large scale screening
effort revealed a diverse landscape of possible combinations capable of delaying the
time to resistance across tissue types (135). Some, like combined MAPK and SRC
inhibition, have immediate clinical applicability as FDA approved molecules could be
readily applied to these targets. While several of these combinations could have efficacy
in a clinical setting, each approach—CTK and CRISPR—underscores an important
lesson: treating each resistance or sensitizing mechanism as single entities within a
tumor rather than the diverse co-occurring ecosystem we know it to be results in
strategies that nearly uniformly begets resistance. To be sure, these studies provide
valuable information—effectively mapping the cell-autonomous response to targeted
therapies; however, next-generation approaches need to account for this observed
heterogeneity by integrating combinatorial approaches directed at the correct resistanceassociated support program.
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Our demonstration of collateral dependencies is an important first step toward
these next-generation approaches, providing evidence that evolution to resistance could
result in vulnerabilities similar to those seen in antibiotic-resistant bacteria. After
describing these phenotypes on a large scale, we took a deep dive in a single disease to
find common dependencies, uncovering a unique vulnerability in EGFRi-resistant cells:
drug-induced collateral sensitivity. Rather than being mutational encoded, this druginduced collateral sensitivity targets a shared cellular state resulting only from exposure
to the primary inhibitor. Developing resistance is a stressful process; perturbing
overloaded stress-buffering systems represents a way to target the process of resistance
rather than the final mechanism. By targeting collateral effects/common dependencies, a
combination can simultaneously account for driver oncogene signaling as well as
processes that support the evolution of resistance. In future studies, it will be interesting
to probe additional processes that support the drug-tolerant/resistant state, perhaps
defining “resistance associated maintenance systems” and providing a new search space
for resistance-targeting combinations.
Taken together, our use of functional approaches attempts to confront resistance
on multiple fronts—both acquired and intrinsic—and has resulted in high-resolution
maps of each (Figure 37A,B). These approaches simplify targeting resistance to
addressing one mechanism at a time, treating each as independent events (Figure 37,
grey circles). Collateral effect profiling (Figure 37C) integrates both ideas (Figure 37, red
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circle)—identifying combinations to target the process of resistance—and provides an
effective initial framework for thinking about targeting the heterogeneity associated
with resistance to targeted agents.
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Figure 37: Confronting resistance to targeted therapies: an integrative,
functional approach. Oncogene-driven tumors evade targeted therapies through two
principle, cell-autonomous mechanisms—intrinsic and acquired resistance. We devised
methods to map these phenotypes using ORF (A, acquired) and CRISPR-based (B,
intrinsic) pooled screening approaches, providing a high-resolution map of each
phenotype. These methods sample the diversity of resistance in a given context and
suggest strategies aimed at accounting for single mechanisms of resistance (grey circles).
Searching for common dependencies using collateral effect profiling (C) encompasses
both ideas and suggests combinations that target resistant cells in general (red circle),
accounting for the heterogeneity identified in A and B above.
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5.2 Future Considerations
Applying the strategies identified in this document will take careful
consideration from clinical experts, no doubt extending the timeline for these
approaches to see meaningful results in patient populations. However, there are a
number of roadblocks that could be manageable in the near term. Chief among these is
restructuring how and when patients receive targeted therapies. Currently, clinical trials
recruit from late stage patients where the cancer is already established and extremely
aggressive; this application sets up targeted therapies for failure—it should be noted that
small molecules have had effects in late-stage tumors at all. This has lead to a tacit
understanding among those in and outside of the field that it will be very challenging to
treat cancers with targeted therapies. Indeed both in vitro and mathematical modeling
evidence demonstrates that a larger tumor both increases the chance for resistance and
shortens the time to relapse (44, 138). Thus, treating tumors with combinations of
targeted agents earlier could result in extended survival.
Recent clinical evidence substantiates this theory. Combination treatment with
Dabrafenib and Trametinib in the adjuvant setting for BRAF-mutant melanomas (post
resection) led to an increased relapse-free 3 year survival rate (39% to 58%) as well as an
increase in overall survival (77% to 86%) (204). This study highlights an important use
for targeted therapies—controlling the systemic tumor cells missed by a surgeon’s knife.
Clearly, changing how these regimens are administered and to which patient
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populations will aid in extending survival. These findings also underscore the need for
new diagnostic tools to catch early stage tumors when they are more genetically
homogeneous and thus easier to treat using targeted approaches.
Recent advances have also been made in the area of immunotherapies for
treating diverse forms of malignancy and thus interaction with immune system
modulators is a tempting application for targeted therapies (205). For instance, recent
work has shown that interfering with class IIa HDACs can modulate macrophages to
become highly phagocytic and stimulatory, leveraging tumor resident immune and
microenvironmental cells to kill breast tumors (206). This and other studies highlight the
ability to use varied targeted therapies for their immune modulatory properties(207) to
stimulate the activity of an anti-tumor response. Overall the exciting results seen with
immune modulators will no doubt continue to transform the treatment of cancer, but
resistance will plague these approaches similar to the current challenges faced by
targeted therapies (208). Understanding how to leverage the precision of targeted
therapies with the ability of the immune system to monitor tumor cell evolution could
very well represent the future of cancer therapy.
All the studies described herein have an important limitation to keep in mind:
the absence of a tumor microenvironment. This limitation is not unique to our studies, as
the majority of pre-clinical work is carried out in vitro with cell line models which
previous work has demonstrated as being reasonably recapitulative of human tumors
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(49). Still, when examining a dynamic process such as the evolution of resistance,
surrounding cells become an important consideration as they can influence the path to
resistance through paracrine signaling events and co-evolution under drug-induced
environmental stressors. Although these are important interactions to model, the
necessary throughput is lacking for an unbiased survey; however, co-culture and
organoid systems are coming of age and should be integrated into resistance studies
once they have matured (209, 210).
One of the more interesting problems moving forward, personally, stems from
resistance-associated heterogeneity; indeed, a common theme throughout this document
is the need to build therapies and approaches that address this innate complexity. Aside
from the common dependency approaches outlined in chapter 4, eventually two things
will be needed, (i) methods with the proper resolution to identify the type and
frequency of resistance and (ii) methods to model and measure interactions between
communities of cells—both tumor and normal.
To address (i) above, single cell approaches are of interest. Methods to accurately
genetically describe (211), functionally manipulate (212), and phenotypically measure
(213) single cells have described a layer of complexity in cellular ecosystems that extends
to tumors as well (214, 215)—why shouldn’t this complexity extend to drug resistance?
These new approaches, at their most basic level, can describe low frequency events in
tumors—in the presence or absence of drugs—that are missed by bulk sequencing
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approaches, and more accurately describe the ecosystem of the resistant states at work.
At a more complex level with adaptations of these new methods, it could theoretically
be possible to watch the evolution of resistance in PDX-derived animal models as well as
patient specimens. For example, in diseases like AML, bone marrow biopsies allow for
the collection of tumor and surrounding microenvironmental cells from the same
individual over time. Linking these with phenotypic and expression characterization at
the single cell level, for both tumor and non-tumor stromal cells, enables one to monitor
the co-evolution of these communities and begins to address point (ii) above. Additional
aid in addressing point (ii) comes from single cell, nanowell-based approaches (216) that
could be applied to various phenotypic readouts, +/- perturbations of interest, to
characterize—in a high throughput way—the interaction of communities of cells
without loss of resolution. It is an exciting time to study anti-cancer drug resistance as
the tools now exist to accurately describe, perturb, and measure at single cell resolution
giving future methods and treatments the ability to address this underlying
heterogeneity and community structure rather than ignoring it.
Ultimately, understanding the degree of resistance-associated heterogeneity,
how it varies across tumors and treatments, and where this diversity stems from will
provide clarity on how to combat this highly evolvable disease. Paired with advanced
diagnostics as well as methods to rapidly characterize individual patient samples,
understanding the evolutionary reservoir in human cancers will allow for the design of
147

treatment modalities aimed at addressing this complexity and perhaps realize the initial
dream of personalized cancer medicine.
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